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GLENFIDDICH 12 YEARS OLD

40% ABV

Carefully matured in the finest American oak and European oak sherry 
casks for at least 12 years, it is mellowed in oak-marrying tuns to create 
its sweet and subtle oak flavors.

Creamy with a long, smooth, and mellow finish, our 12-Year-Old is the 
perfect example of Glenfiddich’s unique Speyside style and is widely 
proclaimed the best dram in the valley.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Golden.

Nose: Distinctively fresh and fruity with a hint of pear. Beautifully 
crafted and delicately balanced.

Taste: Characteristic sweet, fruity notes. Develops into butterscotch, 
cream, malt and subtle oak flavours.

Finish: A long smooth and mellow finish.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml 



GLENFIDDICH 15 YEARS OLD

40% ABV

Exemplifying our family’s tradition of innovation, our 15-Year-Old expression is created using 
a technique pioneered by our Malt Master, and its warm, spicy flavors are transformed with 
the alchemy of the Solera Vat.

Aged in European oak sherry casks and new oak casks, the whisky is mellowed in our unique 
Solera Vat, a large oak tun inspired by the sherry bodegas of Spain and Portugal.

Never emptied, and kept half full of whiskies since 1998, our Solera Vat is the culmination of 
curious minds and the pioneering spirit of our family. It’s also the secret behind this whisky 
becoming the first 15-year-old expression to enter the top ten best-selling single malts.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Golden, a red hue.

Nose: An intriguingly complex aroma. Sweet heather honey and vanilla fudge combined with 
rich dark fruits.

Taste: Silky smooth, revealing layers of sherry oak, marzipan, cinnamon and ginger.
Full-bodied and bursting with flavor.

Finish: Satisfyingly rich with lingering sweetness. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 18 YEARS OLD

40% ABV

Spanish Oloroso wood and American oak are used to mature this rich, 
intriguingly fruity and robust oak expression, but there are many more 
reasons why this expression is special.

Every batch is individually numbered and carefully watched over. Each 
has extraordinary consistency and character from an intense marrying 
period, and a warming, distinguished finish.

A truly exceptional single malt, the result not just of eighteen years of 
care and attention, but of whisky-making craft and knowledge passed 
down through the generations.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Dark gold.

Nose: A remarkably rich aroma with ripe orchard fruit, baked apple and 
robust oak. 

Taste: Richly delivers luxurious dried fruit, candy peel and dates. 
Overlaid with elegant oak notes.

Finish: Warming, rewarding and distinguished. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml
 



GLENFIDDICH 21 YEARS OLD GRAN RESERVA

40% ABV

Patiently matured for 21 years on-site at the distillery, it is an exquisite, traditional 
Speyside whisky, rich and ripe with our Glenfiddich signature notes. But rather 
than bottle it, as other distillers would, our Malt Master, Brian Kinsman, hand picks 
selected barrels and adds a sublime finishing touch.

By finishing our 21 Year Old in Caribbean rum casks it awakens the liquid, rousing 
it with extra exotic notes of ginger, fig, lime and banana and a vibrant spicy toffee 
warmth, elevating it from something great to something extraordinary.

Raised in Scotland. Roused by the Caribbean.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Dark gold.

Nose: Intense and vanilla sweet. Floral, hints of banana, figs, rich toffee, new 
leather and oak. 

Taste: Initially soft, then brisk, vibrant and drying, peppery, a touch of smoke, oak, 
lime, ginger and spices. 

Finish: Very long, warming, dry and spicy. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 22 YEARS OLD GRAN CORTES

44.3 % ABV

GLENFIDDICH BRINGS TWO WORLDS OF LUXURY TOGETHER WITH
SPECTACULAR GRAN CORTES 22 YEAR OLD

‘Rich and refined, this Glenfiddich has been aged for 22 years in traditional 
sherry oak, before being finished in very rare Palo Cortado Sherry casks. 
Only these rare Sherry casks are selected for finishing, each hand-marked 
with an X for their unique character’.

Certain occasions live eternally in the memory, marked forever as truly 
special. A perfect marriage of mystery and mastery. Gran Cortes 22 Year 
Old is another exquisite marriage of Glenfiddich’s proud Scottish whisky 
heritage and Spain’s great sherry tradition; one that will captivate a market 
eager for rich and unique experiences.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Deep red hue.

Nose: Pulsing with sumptuous notes of date, dark chocolate and raisins on 
the nose.

Taste: Deep oak and sweet vanilla swirl.

Finish: All culminating in a finish which brings together evocative notes of 
subtle citrus and rich fruitcake, for a truly expressive dram.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 23 YEARS OLD GRAND CRU

40% ABV

This is Glenfiddich, the World’s Most Awarded Single Malt Scotch Whisky, aged for 23 years, 
uniquely finished in rare French cuvée oak casks, blending together tastes of the finest 
liquids from Scotland and Franceto create one extraordinary, luxury drinking experience.

The Glenfiddich 23 year old produced the perfect lead taste notes of rich vanilla oak, sweet 
brioche and sandalwood which further bolster with lighter notes of pear sorbet and white 
grape from the Cuvee cask finishing. The result is a beautiful harmony of flavours with a 
long, opulent finish for an unforgettable experience, to be shared and remembered.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Dark gold.

Nose: An intense aroma of apple blossom, freshly baked bread and candied lemon. 

Taste: Layers of rich vanilla oak, sweet brioche, sandalwood, pear sorbet and white grape. 

Finish: Long, opulent and sweet. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 26 YEARS OLD
GRANDE COURONNE

43.8% ABV

BRAND STORY CROWN THE OCCASION
The stage is set for something magical. Something unforgettable; indelible.

Grande Couronne is the epitome of true opulence, uncorked at only the most majestic 
and meaningful of gatherings. Its very name, meaning crown in French, is the promise 
of the pleasure to come. The pinnacle of the night’s revelry.

After 26 years at The Glenfiddich Distillery, it is refined and elegant. But its crowning 
glory awaits. An extended finish in rare French cognac casks adds extra lavish layers 
of sweet toasted oak and velvety aromas of café crème, brown sugar and soft spice.

This is single malt ascended. Crown the occasion.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Antique gold.

Nose: Vibrant and lively with an abundance of toasty oak sweetness. Reminiscent of a 
French pâtisserie, freshly-baked Tarte Tatin and buttery choux pastry.

Taste: Deep, velvety smooth and indulgently sweet. Café crème with soft brown sugar 
and a hint of spice. 

Finish: Very long-lasting sweet oak.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 29 YEARS OLD
GRAND YOZAKURA

43.8% ABV

Glenfiddich Grand Yozakura, ‘cherry blossom viewing at night’ in Japanese, is the 
magical moment of fleeting beauty when Japanese cherry blossoms are admired 
and celebrated under moonlight.

This limited edition Glenfiddich is the first single malt Scotch whisky finished 
in Japanese ex-awamori casks. This rare whisky has spent 29 years maturing in 
American and oak casks at the Glenfiddich distillery before being finished in rare 
Japanese awamori casks to give it an unforgettable taste.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Deep gold.

Nose: Zesty, ripe fruits and caramelised almonds. Lovely rich oak notes with hints 
of cinnamon and a distinctive herbal zing.

Taste: Indulgent layers of toasted oak, creamy vanilla toffee and silky tannin. Spo-
radic bursts of spice and sherbet lemons with crunchy green apple and warming 
earthy tones.

Finish: Long lasting oak.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 30 YEARS OLD - SUSPENDED TIME
THREE DECADES, CAPTURED IN TIME

43% ABV

Time is often believed to be an irrefutable force. The seconds, minutes, hours fleeting 
figures on a clockface, slipping steadily away. But in the hands of a maverick, time 
stands still. This is something our Malt Master understands implicitly. 

Thirty years ago, he laid down the spirit to create an exemplary single malt. After 
three decades of patient maturation, the decisive moment arrived. Glenfiddich 30 is 
the pinnacle of this process. 

More than simply a superlative liquid, it is forethought, expectation, anticipation 
embodied. Three decades, captured. Time stilled, forever. Arrested, and arresting. 
An experience to savour. 

Thirty years of our maverick mindset, suspended in time.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Rich bronze.

Nose: An exquisitely structured balance of hearty oak married with sweet, subtle 
sherry notes. 

Taste: Deep, woody flavors interlaced with delicate floral accents, in a complex com-
bination.

Finish: Warm, honeyed, and exceptionally long-lasting.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml
 



GLENFIDDICH 40 YEARS OLD – CUMULATIVE TIME
DISCOVER FOUR DECADES - LAYER UPON LAYER

43% ABV

Time, an abstract entity, accumulates in layers. It is visible in a rocky valley’s many solid strata; 
laid down over millennia, worn smooth by wind and rain. And with layers comes complexity. 
Which is why Glenfiddich 40 years is so much more than an exemplary single malt. 

This superlative whisky is made through remnant vatting, a pioneering process in which our 
Malt Master carries one batch over, time and again, and marries it with the casks selected for 
each subsequent release. Cask after cask, season after season, it absorbs the evolving flavors 
of the passing years. 

Melding the many liquid layers of its four-decade formulation to create an extraordinary expression. 
It is time, age, and experience accumulated. Physical. Tangible. Layer upon layer of maverick 
thinking, made manifest. 

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Dark mahogany.

Nose: A deeply layered expression of dried fruits, dark chocolate, roasted coffee and ripe black 
cherries. Completed with subtle waves of gentle wood smoke, polished leather and cloves. 

Taste: A luxuriously full and silky smooth taste, with memories of past releases in every nu-
anced note. Evolving from deep dried fruit notes to rich fruitcake, dates, raisins and stewed 
apples, before giving way to dry oaky notes, with subtle hints of bitter chocolate and peat. 

Finish: Complex, memorable, and exquisitely long-lasting.  

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



GLENFIDDICH 50 YEARS OLD SIMULTANEOUS TIME
RARE. PRECIOUS. UNEXPECTED

43.8% ABV

Glenfiddich 50 Year Old has been made in the traditional manner. It is crafted with the same 
methods used in 1887 when the Glenfiddich distillery first opened. In the distillery you will 
find a classic mash tun, wooden wash-backs and spirit stills in the same shape as the ones 
installed all those years ago.

It takes care and precision to find the right casks to reach fifty years of maturation. When the 
casks were laid in the warehouse it wasn’t known which ones would make it to fifty years. The 
alcohol content, volume and quality of the casks were assessed continuously to see if they 
were suitable for further maturation. 

The whisky is a marriage of three different American oak refill casks, all matured in the same 
warehouse. The maturation began for one cask in 1966 and two in 1968. 

As the years went by, thousands of casks were continually assessed, but only three reached 
the rigorous conditions to reach fifty years and only 220 bottles are released.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Antique Gold

Nose: Rich orange peel and clementine meet complex notes of Madeira cake and Muscovado 
sugar. Maturing over time into the dewy petrichor of a Dufftown morning, mingling with 
flowering geranium. 

Taste: A lingering sweetness softens into deep, silky smooth oak tannin and sun-dried vanilla.

Finish: Oaky, sweet and incredibly long-lasting. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 12 YEARS OLD DOUBLEWOOD

40% ABV

The Balvenie DoubleWood spends at least 12 years in traditional whisky casks,  
American Oak ex-bourbon barrels and hogsheads, is moved to Spanish oak 
ex-Oloroso sherry casks for an additional nine months, and then is finally trans-
ferred to large oak vessels called “tuns” for 3-4 months to allow the whiskies from 
individual casks to “marry”.

The Balvenie DoubleWood single malt whisky gains its distinctive character from 
being matured in two different wood types. Each stage lends different qualities 
to the resulting single malt whisky.  The traditional casks soften and add delicate 
character, the sherry wood brings depth and fullness of flavor and the final few 
months in our tuns allow the whiskies to marry harmoniously.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Sweet fruit and Oloroso sherry notes, layered with honey and vanilla.

Taste: Smooth and mellow with beautifully combined flavors ~ nutty sweetness, 
cinnamon spiciness and a delicately proportioned layer of sherry.

Finish: Long and warming.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 12 YEARS OLD SINGLE BARREL

47.8% ABV

The Balvenie Single Barrel First Fill is a 12 year old single malt whisky, aged in a 
first fill, ex-bourbon cask. Almost all Scotch whisky is matured in casks previously 
used by Bourbon distillers. When brought to Scotland and used for the very first 
time they are known as ‘First Fill’.

Our Malt Master samples the aged whisky, cask by cask and selects only those 
characterised by sweetness and subtle vanilla oak to be bottled as The Balvenie 
Single Barrel First Fill.

A series of “limited editions” – Each bottle is one of no more than 300 drawn from 
a single cask and carries the number of the cask in which it matured.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Honey notes, overlaid with sweet fruits and subtle spices.

Taste: Rich and complex with deep vanilla oakiness.

Finish: Lingeringly sweet.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 12 YEARS OLD
THE SWEET TOAST OF AMERICAN OAK

43% ABV

Inspired to produce an even fruitier, sweeter Balvenie, Apprentice Malt Master 
Kelsey McKechnie had the bright idea to import Virgin Oak barrels from Kentucky. 
After deep toasting them at The Balvenie Cooperage they were filled with Balvenie 
aged in ex-bourbon barrels. The result is a delectably complex whisky with notes 
of candied fruit, coconut and delicate vanilla.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Lusciously malty with some sweet fudge, followed by citrusy and oak vanil-
la aromas with layers of spicy oak notes of ginger and cinnamon.

Taste: Candied orange and lemon peel, vanilla toffee and butterscotch, layers of 
blossom honey, some melted brown sugar and oak spices at the end.

Finish: Rich and malty with gentle waves of oak vanilla and subtle spices.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 14 YEARS OLD CARIBBEAN CASK

43% ABV

The Balvenie Caribbean Cask 14 year old single malt whisky has been matured in 
traditional oak whisky casks for 14 years, and then ‘finished’ in casks that previously 
held Caribbean rum.

To create the ideal finish Malt Master David C. Stewart MBE filled American oak casks 
with his own blend of select West Indian rums. When he judged the casks to be ready, 
the rum was replaced with the 14 year old spirit and the wood was put to work adding 
the final touches.  The result is an exceptional single malt whisky with the traditional 
smooth, honeyed character of  The Balvenie married with notes of toffee and a hint 
of fruit, with a warm, lingering finish.

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: Rich, sweet and creamy toffee on the nose combines with fresh fruit notes.

Taste: Rounded with vanilla and sweet oak notes, with a fruity character that devel-
ops with time.

Finish: Soft and lingering.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 14 YEARS OLD
THE WEEK OF PEAT

48.3% ABV

Eager to experiment with The Balvenie profile using what he had learnt from a recent 
trip to Islay, distillery manager Ian Millar ordered a batch of Speyside peat for the kiln. 
For a week a year, The Balvenie distills a batch of peated malt, resulting in a whisky 
rich in honey, vanilla and citrus notes with an extra layer of delicate smokiness.

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Gentle sweet peat smoke, lighter floral notes and delicate butterscotch honey.

Taste: Velvety and round to taste with the peat smoke balancing citrus flavours, oaky 
vanilla and blossom honey.

Finish: Gentle smoke with a lingering and creamy vanilla sweetness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 16 YEARS OLD FRENCH OAK

47.6% ABV

The Balvenie French Oak is a vibrant single malt finished in casks previously held 
wine from the French Charentes vineyards.

Pineau des Charentes is a fortified wine made from unfermented grape juice, to 
which a Cognac eau-de-vie is added and then matured. Pineau is also found as 
a homemade product in the neighboring Deau-Sevres and Vendee departments.

The Balvenie USA brand ambassador Lorne Cousin suggested Malt Master David 
C. Stewart MBE explore these casks after a trip to the region with his family where 
he fondly remembers sipping an aperitif.

This is the first of The Balvenie finishes to explore French Oak. Pineau is akin to 
cognac in terms of production and flavor, allowing us to capitalize on the rise of 
this flavor profile and its premium credentials.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Beautifully balanced light floral notes from lotus and geranium flowers 
dance between hints of fresh meadow grass and pealed apple skin.

Taste: An energising zing from tangy lemon rind and grapefruit meet the delicate 
subtle sweetness of glazed fruits and spice from root ginger.

Finish: Refreshingly concise.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 19 YEARS OLD
THE EDGE OF BURNHEAD WOOD

48.7% ABV

Through the winding paths and steep Speyside hills to a glorious moor 
of heather. This is the story of what would fondly come to be known as 
The Heather Trials, and how the people behind them helped create the 
first ever expression of The Balvenie made entirely with ingredients 
grown on its Dutown estate. Their creativity resulted in a delicately fruity 
and fragrant expression of The Balvenie, crafted with heather from the 
Balvenie estate.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Lively and vibrant, this Balvenie has notes of fig and geranium oil 
perfectly balanced with fresh herbal undertones reminiscent of green 
woodland.

Taste: Flavours of honey, cloves and caramelised baked dates are 
layered on top of delicate citrus and spice. The sweetness reveals an 
underlying oaky dryness.

Finish: Lingering, oaky, dried blossom.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 21 YEARS OLD PORTWOOD

40% ABV

To create The Balvenie PortWood 21 year old single malt whisky, a marriage of rare 
Balvenie is transferred to port casks, or pipes, which have held fine port wines. Here 
it is sampled regularly to ensure that just the right amount of character is imparted 
by the port casks, enhancing and developing the single malt whilst preserving its 
original characteristics.

Considered by many to be Malt Master David C. Stewart MBE’s finest creation, this 
whisky is one of his proudest achievements and has won an array of highly coveted 
industry awards since its release in 1996.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: A perfume of fruity and ripe raisin notes, backed by a nutty dryness.

Taste: Refined with remarkable character, it is creamy and silky with fruit, honey and 
spice notes.

Finish: Long, gentle, nutty.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml

THE BALVENIE 21 YEARS OLD
THE SECOND RED ROSE

48.1% ABV

The story of David C Stewart and the creation of two extraordinary red 
roses. Inspired by the history of Balvenie castle, this story celebrates the 
story of the rose, the desire of our visitors for a distillery exclusive and the 
romance in creating a new whisky. The Second Red Rose is finished in 
Australian Shiraz casks, for an elegant dram brimming with notes of fresh, 
ripe fruits and delicate spice.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Intense ripe fruits combined with robust earthy tones, reveal the 
mouth-watering fragrance from fresh mango and subtle oak

Taste: An initial burst of blackberry and ripe peach sweetness, conceal 
flavours of vibrant oak and cracked black pepper leaving a gentle woody 
spice.

Finish: Lingering oakiness.



THE BALVENIE TUN 1509 BATCH #07

52.4% ABV

Every drop of Tun 1509 Batch 7 encapsulates the very craftsmanship of 
The Balvenie, as David Stewart MBE expertly hand-selected 21 of the finest 
and most rare casks from the distillery stocks and married them together 
in the Tun – a large oak marrying vessel that sits proudly in Warehouse 24. 
The very process of knitting together liquids from a multitude of casks is a 
careful and complex art, but the rare technique of marrying the liquids in 
Tun 1509 provides the optimum environment for the whisky’s composite 
qualities to mix. The final liquid – a non-chill filtered whisky, left to marry for 
three months – is an expression of exemplary quality and unique character, 
greater than the sum of its constituent parts.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Rich and deep, lots of exotic and elegant oak notes, followed by 
sweeter aromas of dried fruits raisins and dates, then a spicy outburst of 
ground ginger and some melted brown sugar.

Taste: Rich and lush and slightly tangy with candied orange peel, lots of oak 
vanilla. some golden syrup, layers of honeycomb, toasted hazelnuts with 
some spicy ginger and nutmeg to finish.

Finish: Sweet and malty with oak vanilla and spice.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 25 YEARS OLD

48% ABV

In a flawless whisky marriage, Malt Master David C. Stewart MBE brings together 
individual casks that have matured in Traditional American and European Oak to 
craft an incredibly intricate and balanced expression; exemplifying the art and 
skill of Single Malt TUN marriages.

A whisky of exceptional character, Twenty-Five hints at our most sought-after 
Balvenie flavours – bold vanilla oak, crystallised ginger and sweet runny honey
 
TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Smooth and honeyed on the nose with mellow oaky tones and hints of 
candied orange peel.

Taste: The initial bold vanilla oak flavours slowly dissipate to reveal layers of 
toasted marshmallows, fresh fruit terrine and cinnamon infused apple tart.

Finish: Exceptionally long lasting sweetness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 27 YEARS OLD
A RARE DISCOVERY FROM DISTANT SHORES

52.4% ABV

This is the story of a rare Caribbean rum maturation that begins not in 
a distillery warehouse, but amongst the glistening bottle-lined shelves 
of The Balvenie’s Sample Room.

A whisky finished in ex-Caroni rum casks for a taste that develops from 
velvety vanilla sweetness to treacle toffee, aged leather and deep oak 
tannin.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Rich and indulgent with notes of Muscovado sugar and Manuka 
honey. Lighter fruit notes intersperse the aroma with occasional hints 
of green banana and light spice.

Taste: Beautifully smooth with a velvet vanilla viscosity. The initial 
burst of sweetness graduates to treacle toffee, aged leather and deep 
oak tannin.

Finish: Lingering sweet with a wonderful mouth-coating oiliness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 30 YEARS OLD

47.3% ABV

The Balvenie 30-Year-Old is a rare and especially fine single malt for which Malt Master 
David C. Stewart MBE selects only exceptional casks that were laid down over 30 years ago. 
By marrying The Balvenie slowly, aged in traditional oak whisky casks with that aged in 
European oak sherry casks, David creates a rich, mellow aged whisky with unusual depth 
and complexity. ‘Thirty’ is bottled at 47.3% ABV to capture all the signature characteristics 
of The Balvenie.

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: Silky smooth and honeyed on the nose with mellow oaky tones and hints of candied 
orange peel.

Taste: Great depth with rich dark chocolate, hints of plum, marzipan and caramelised pear.

Finish: Exceptionally smooth and warming with gentle spice and lingering sweetness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 30 YEARS OLD
RARE MARRIAGES

44.2% ABV

For The Balvenie Thirty, Malt Master David C. Stewart MBE marries Traditional 
and European oak casks that have been matured for decades in order to craft 
a whisky of incredible sweetness and complexity. The Balvenie Thirty’s silky 
sweetness gives way to rich honey, mellow oaky tones and hints of candied 
orange peel.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Silky smooth and honeyed on the nose with mellow oaky tones and hints 
of candied orange peel.

Taste: Great depth with rich dark chocolate, hints of plum, marzipan and cara-
melised pear.

Finish: Exceptionally smooth and warming with gentle spice and lingering 
sweetness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 40 YEARS OLD

48.5% ABV

To create The Balvenie 40 Year Old, Malt Master David Stewart MBE skilfully marries 
together small amounts of their most mature single malts. The aged whisky consists 
of The Balvenie matured in traditional oak casks and European oak sherry butts that 
have lain in the Balvenie warehouses for at least 40 years.  

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Honey and orange marmalade notes mingle with a creamy fruitiness, followed 
by a luscious wave of vanilla and a hint of oak. 

Taste: Orange blossom, candied ginger and a honeyed sweetness, followed by oak, 
mouth-coating vanilla notes and a delicate, sherried fruitiness.

Finish: Warm and elegant with a honeyed, citrus richness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 40 YEARS OLD
RARE MARRIAGES

48.5% ABV

Richly sweet and refined, the boldest character in the range. 
Using some of the rarest casks that have been carefully matured in The Balvenie 
warehouses. Malt Master David C. Stewart MBE creates to craft a hold marriage of 
extraordinary character. 

Oak-based case’s structure is comprised of stained rings; the ombre tones depict 
flavors that unfurl in the marrying process. Hand-finished gold gilded detail on the 
front; smooth inset with engraved logo on the top. Brass and magnetic fittings are 
used to create a twist lock closure; leather and suede-like material are used to line 
the inner. 

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Honey and orange marmalade notes mingle with a creamy fruitiness, followed 
by a luscious wave of vanilla and a hint of oak. 

Taste: Orange blossom, candied ginger and a honeyed sweetness, followed by oak, 
mouth-coating vanilla notes and a delicate, sherried fruitiness.

Finish: Warm and elegant with a honeyed, citrus richness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



THE BALVENIE 50 YEARS OLD #0614

46% ABV

The release and launch of the Balvenie Fifty: Marriage 0614 is a whisky half a 
century in the making and the third in an acclaimed series of unique expressions 
of exceptional quality.

It is a skilful marriage of seven fifty-year-old casks by The Balvenie Malt Master, 
David C Stewart MBE. Marrying casks which have passed 50 years in age, with 
varying tastes and liquid strengths, requires the application of all the skill and 
expertise David has amassed during his 59 years’ experience as The Balvenie 
Malt Master.

Non-chill filtered and natural colour. 

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Deep dark spices, rich fruit cake, lots of elegant oak notes, followed by 
sweeter aromas of dried fruits, raisins and sultanas ending on a ginger spiciness. 

Taste: Rich and lush with some bitter chocolate. Intensely spicy, there is a maple 
syrup sweetness, hints of honey and well integrated oak tannins.

Finish: Rich and mouth coating with those sweet and oaky spiced notes.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



40% ABV

100% Malt whisky made for mixing

Small batches of different Speyside single malts expertly blended then married together. 
Richness and Vibrancy combine with fruity aromas and mellow vanilla notes, making it 
perfect for mixing. 

TASTING NOTES:

Nose:  An elegant, stylish nose of marmalade, Crema Catalana, cocoa and malt. Plenty 
of vanilla and a sprinkling of winter spice (nutmeg, cloves and cinnamon) alongside a 
mouth-watering hint of aniseed.

Palate: Very malty, creamy delivery with a suggestion of berry fruit. Juicy toasted barley, 
cloves and butterscotch. Manuka honey, hot-buttered-toast and dried apricot develop.

Finish: Medium length, spicy oak and a hint of peppermint on the tail.

Overall: Some say it tastes just like riding bareback on the wild moors of Scotland with 
a flame haired maiden on Christmas morning. Others agree it tastes like 007 wearing a 
tuxedo wetsuit.

MONKEY SHOULDER BLENDED MALT SCOTCH WHISKY

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



40% ABV

Since 1887, William Grant has been making whisky to a unique formula, with passion 
and expertise shared over five generations. Many whiskies take their flavor from 
just one cask Grant’s Triple Wood is matured in three different types of wood, for a 
smooth, rich, more mellow taste. Virgin oak casks lend spicy robustness, American 
Oak casks offer brown sugar sweetness, bourbon refill casks provide subtle vanilla 
smoothness. Maturing the spirit in these carefully selected wooden casks is re-
sponsible for 70% of the whiskies flavor and most of its color.

As Scotland’s oldest family owned blend, its testament to the Grant family motto 
‘Stand Fast.’ that five generations on they are still producing award winning whisky 
that is enjoyed in over 180 countries around the world.

GRANT’S TRIPLE WOOD BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml



50% ABV

The second in our whisky family, Prohibition was 
released 80 years after the end of the era it’s 
named after, and remembers Bill McCoy, legendary 
Captain and smuggler of Cutty Sark whisky during 
1920’s Prohibition. It’s a rich and robust whisky, 
perfect for cocktails or to set the mood for those 
more meaningful get-togethers.

Complex layers of soft ripe citrus fruits, dipped 

in fresh honey and dusted with fragrant spices. 
With creamy mouth-coating richness, hints of tof-
fee with mouth-wateringly playful peppery notes, 
Prohibition delightfully tingles the edges of the 
tongue.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Scotland  
Bottle size
700ml 

  

CUTTY SARK 
PROHIBITION EDITION

40% ABV

The first and most famous of the Cutty Sark family, this 
Blended Scotch has been a worldwide whisky icon for 
the last 90 years. It’s safe to say that being around for 
nearly a century means we really know our stuff.

Cutty Sark is an easy-to-drink Blended Scotch Whisky, 
which is light in colour and flavour (but heavy on the 
fun). It was created for mixing with mates – without 
overwhelming anyone’s taste buds!

Clean; balanced and lively with vanilla and citrus fruits. 
It’s accessible; fresh and enticing with subtle hints of 
vanilla ice cream and caramel.

CUTTY SARK ORIGINAL 



43 % ABV

Evan Williams is a smooth, easy to drink Bourbon named after Evan Williams 
who, in 1783, opened Kentucky’s first commercial distillery along the banks 
of the Ohio River. With years and barrels counting on, our Bourbon is still pro-
duced with the same time-honored methods that Evan Williams did years ago. 
Today, Evan Williams is the second largest selling Kentucky Straight Bourbon 
Whisky in the US and the world, distilled just a few blocks from the site where 
Evan himself built his distillery.

Evan Williams Black is 86 proof and aged far longer than we are required to by 
law. Such proof and age altogether create a Bourbon that we are proud of, that 
defines our way, and that is always rich, smooth, full of character.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Medium Amber

Nose: Light with deep vanilla and mint

Taste: Notes of oak, brown sugar and caramel

50%  ABV

Evan Williams White label is our signature 100 proof, Bottled-in-Bond Bourbon. 
To be labeled as Bottled-in-Bond, a spirit must be the product of one distillation 
season and one distiller at one distillery, bottled at 100 proof and aged for at 
least four years under U.S. government supervision.

Evan Williams White is bold and full-flavored, with all of the kick that you would 
expect from a 100 proof Bourbon without sacrificing any of the smoothness. 
Perfect in a classic cocktail, as well as neat or on the rocks.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Bright gold.

Nose: Caramel with hints of vanilla, oak & barley.

Taste: Citrus on top of vanilla & black pepper.

Finish: Warm, long & dry.

EVAN WILLIAMS KentuCky Straight Bourbon WHISKEY

EVAN WILLIAMS Bottled in Bond Bourbon

EVAN WILLIAMS  SINGLE BARREL

43.3%  ABV

Evan Williams Single Barrel Vintage Bourbon is a five-time 
Whiskey of the Year award winner. Each year our Master         
Distiller selects barrels that meet his exacting standards. It’s a 
bourbon that is vintage dated, meaning each bottle is marked 
with the vintage date it was put into oak, along with the year 
it was bottled and the exact serial number of the single barrel 
that the Bourbon was drawn from.

Careful handcrafting and many years in the barrel result in 
our most premium and decorated Bourbon.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Delicate amber gold.

Nose: Dark caramel, sweet oak & charred.

Taste: Lush & spicy; oak with honey, apple & orange notes.

Finish: Long, graceful and relaxed.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml 



RITTENHOUSE RYE WHISKY

50% ABV

Produced in the tradition of the classic Pennsylvania 
or “Monongahela” rye whiskys, Rittenhouse is a much 
acclaimed rye now enjoying a comeback throughout 
the country as today’s sophisticated American whisky 
consumer re-discovers classic whisky styles. Likewise, 
the brand is beloved by mixologists for its robust style 
and enjoys a renaissance as cocktails regain popularity.

Available in the standard 80° bottling or in a special 
Bottled-In-Bond 100° expression, Rittenhouse is produced 
in the tradition of the classic rye whiskys that were once 
the preeminent American whisky style, kept alive through 
the lean years by Heaven Hill and two other distilleries.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml



HEAVEN HILL BOTTLED IN BOND

50% ABV

This Kentucky Bourbon pays tribute to the earliest days of the Distillery’s 
history when in 1939 it released Heaven Hill Bottled-in-Bond. The name-
sake brand quickly became the number-one-selling Bourbon whiskey in 
the state of Kentucky. Still today, the craftsmanship poured into this bottle 
by the same founding family meets the exacting standards first set forth in 
the Bottled-in-Bond act of 1897.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Golden amber.

Aroma: Warm notes of vanilla, honey, and a rich caramel sweetness.

Taste: Smooth, warm and sweet with a subtle rye spice note; caramel and 
honey mingle with just enough oak and char to round out the richness.

Finish: Long, lingering.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml



THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS V.S.O.P BRANDY

40% ABV

The Christian Brothers V.S.O.P. Brandy is an exceptional blend of American and 
European Brandies extra aged in hand-selected oak casks for rich flavor and 
smoothness. Grand Reserve V.S.O.P. Brandy carries the well-known Christian 
Brothers name, recognized for its quality products and craftsmanship since 1882.

Since 1882, The Christian Brothers Brandy has earned a reputation as one of the 
most popular American spirits. Today, the tradition continues with a variety of 
smooth, full-bodied brandies to enjoy.

TASTING NOTE:

Color: Golden Amber.

Nose: Pleasing aroma of fruit and vanilla.

Taste: Well-balanced fruit flavors.

Finish: A oaky spiced finish.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml



The signature Bourbon bearing the name of Rev. Elijah Craig, a 
Bourbon pioneer who is credited with being the first distiller to age 
his whiskey in charred oak barrels.

Elijah Craig Small Batch is made exclusively from small batches of 
only 8-year-old to 12-year-old Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 
with a large percent from the older barrels.

The Term “ Small Batch Whiskey”

Long before the term Small Batch even existed, our Master Distillers 
were hand-selecting just the right number of barrels to make Elijah 
Craig. This expertise and attention to detail give Elijah Craig Small 
Batch the right balance of rich flavor and full body. Each small batch 
carries a signature warm spice and subtle smoke flavor. A combina-
tion that belongs in any Bourbon fan’s regular rotation.

Color
Burnished copper.

Nose.
Delightfully complex with 
notes of vanilla bean, sweet 
fruit, and fresh mint.

Taste
Smooth and warm; pleasantly 
woody with accents of spice, 
smoke, and nutmeg.

Finish
Long, sweet, and slightly toasty.

Awards:

Elijah Craig Small Batch ABV % : 47%

A bold and honest expression of what charred oak of barrel aging 
can do for Bourbon, from the man who originated the process.

Made in the same tradition as other award-winning Elijah Craig 
Bourbons, this bottle is an essential experience for lovers of 
great-tasting Bourbon. Uncut, straight from the barrel without 
chill filtering, the nose, taste, and finish created by twelve years 
of aging are preserved in their simplest form. At full Barrel Proof, 
you can enjoy Elijah Craig much the same way our Master Distill-
ers do when they sample straight from the barrel in our Kentucky 
rickhouses. Or, add water to reduce the proof to exactly where you 
want it.

Color
Deep Amber.

Nose
Caramel with toasted oak, 
fruit notes of apple and 
orange.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml  

Elijah Craig Barrel Proof Bourbon

Taste
Rich vanilla, caramel, and butter-
scotch along with spices of black 
pepper & cinnamon at the back 
of the palate.

Finish
Nicely layered showcasing all 
flavors, fades slowly then lingers 
as it cools.

ABV % : 68%

Awards:



The first extra-aged Kentucky Straight Rye Whiskey to join Elijah 
Craig’s award-winning family of Bourbons. A unique combination of 
spicy rye grains and sweet corn, coupled with a steadfast attention 
to detail, give Elijah Craig Straight Rye the perfect balance of flavor 
and smoothness.

While the distillation process for Straight Rye is similar to our Small 
Batch Bourbon, the difference lies in the mashbill. It’s 51% rye grain 
instead of corn: the legal requirement for this style of American 
Whiskey.

VITAL STATISTICS

Elijah Craig STRAIGHT RYE ABV % : 47%

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml  

Taste
Rich baking spices and honey 
backed up with smooth oak influ-
ence.

Finish
Long and lingering.

Color
Medium chestnut.

Nose
Dark chocolate with spices
and a hint of smoke.

Twice barreled for added complexity, Toasted Barrel takes our 
award-winning Small Batch Bourbon to new heights. After it’s fully 
matured, we finish this Bourbon in a second, custom toasted new 
oak barrel, where it’s left to develop even more sweet oak flavor.

“Charred to start. Toasted to finish.” Toasted Barrel relies on a cus-
tom finishing process that adds an extra layer of sweet oak com-
plexity to our Bourbon. 

Elijah Craig TOASTED BARREL ABV % : 47%

Taste
Big, rich, and complex. Delight-
ful spice and pepper notes fade 
to milk chocolate with just a hint 
of smoke.

Finish
Complexity continues. Nicely 
warming, with lingering choco-
late and baking spices.

Color
Roasted pecans.

Nose
Lots of toasted oak with
rich caramel.

Awards: Awards:



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml

LARCENY  BOURBON
46% ABV

Most successful launch of a new to the world Bourbon since 
2008. Top 5 Premium Straight Bourbon (by volume).

Wheated Bourbon, with 25% more wheat than competitors.
Larceny Bourbon is bottled exclusively from a dumping of 
200 barrels or less. It is a wheated Bourbon that celebrates 
the legacy and true legend behind John E. Fitzgerald and 
the historic Old Fitzgerald brand. Once thought to be a dis-
tiller, it was later revealed that John E. Fitzgerald was in fact 
a treasury agent who used his rickhouse keys to steal a 
taste of the best barrels, thus committing larceny.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Bright new copper.

Nose: Fresh bread and toffee, with a note of butterscotch.

Taste: Buttery caramel and honeyed notes, with a rich 
mouthfeel.

Finish: Long, gently sweet and savory.

AWARDS
Larceny has garnered considerable critical acclaim:
2018 - Gold Medal, International Spirits Competition
2017 - Hot Prospect, Impact
2017 - 94 points, Excellent, Highly Recommended, Ultimate 
Spirits Challenge
2015 - 2017- Rising Star, Beverage Information Group



MELLOW CORN

50% ABV

A traditional Straight Corn Whiskey, Mellow Corn is 
enjoying a comeback throughout the country as to-
day’s sophisticated American whiskey consumer 
re-discovers classic whiskey styles. 
Mellow Corn is produced according to strict gov-
ernment regulations dictating what can be called a 
Straight Corn Whiskey - a minimum of 80% corn in 
the mash bill, no flavoring, coloring or blending ad-
ditives, and aging in used, charred white oak barrels. 
Mellow Corn is a superb example of classic Ameri-
can Straight Corn Whiskey, a predecessor to Bour-
bon distributed nationally only by Heaven Hill Dis-
tilleries 
Mellow Corn is being rediscovered by a new genera-
tion of mixologists and whiskey aficionados who are 
seeking out authentic and unique spirits to discover 
and enjoy. 

Awards: 

Gold Medals 
San Francisco World Spirits Competition

Gold Medals 
WSWA Spirits Tasting Competition

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
700ml

45% ABV

This 7-Year-Old Wheat Whiskey is the first truly new style of American 
straight whiskey introduced since Prohibition. It is the first whiskey to 
use winter wheat as its primary grain resulting in a full-bodied, sweet, 
yet smooth whiskey that is produced in small batches and aged for 
seven years in traditional open rickhouses. Its mellow taste makes it 
refreshingly smooth when served straight, as well as in a variety of 
cocktails.

TASTING NOTES:
Color: Brilliant cooper
Aroma: Mildly sweet with hints of vanilla and honey
Taste: Hints of toffee, berries, & spice of fresh mint
Finish: Soft toasted oak, elegant and warm

BERNHEIM STRAIGHT WHEAT WHISKEY

PIONEER WHISKEY
OF THE YEAR
Malt Advocate
Magazine

DOUBLE GOLD
MEDAL WINNER
San Francisco World
Spirits 

EDITOR’S GOLD
CHOICE AWARD
Whiskey Magazine

WORLD’S BEST
WHEAT WHISKEY
Whisky Mag. World
Whiskies Awds.

GOLD MEDAL
WINNER
International Spirits
Challenge

BEST AMERICAN
WHISKEY,
NON-BOURBON
Whisky Mag. World
Whiskies Awds.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA
Bottle size
700ml

   



Parker’s Heritage 11 Year Old Single 
Barrel - 11TH EDITION 
61% ABV

This is the 11th yearly edition of the Parker’s Heri-
tage Collection (PHC). This edition is an 11 year old 
bourbon released in single barrel form. According 
to the company, it showcases what Parker Beam felt 
was one of his greatest achievements throughout 
his more than 50 years of distilling experience – the 
introduction of Heaven Hill’s single barrel bourbons.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Bountiful notes of tobacco, raisins, caramel, 
and cherry make this bourbon a delight to nose. 
Trace amounts of ethanol and bitterness are also 
present, but are overpowered by heavier oak notes.

Palate: Heavy notes of oak, tobacco, and cinnamon 
come blasting to the forefront of the sip. After the 
heat subsides, a creamy consistency materializes 
along with faint notes of candy corn, baking spice, 
and fireball candy.

Finish: It’s a bit too powerful tasting for its own 
good, as too many of the palate’s flavors get com-
pletely drowned out by the heat in the finish.

Color: Copper.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml 

55% ABV

Pikesville Straight Rye Whiskey refuses to be 
forgotten. First produced in Maryland in the 
1890s, the brand, along with the rest of the 
once-booming Maryland Rye industry, was 
shuttered by prohibition. The brand reemerged 
after prohibition and became the last standing 
Maryland Rye, as the rest of the industry’s pro-
duction had ceased.

Now produced in Kentucky from extra-aged 
barrels stored in prime warehouse locations, 
Heaven Hill keeps this historic Maryland mark 
alive with this award-winning six-year-old, 110 
proof offering.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Pale copper.

Nose: Dusty cocoa notes with oaky smoke un-
derneath.

Taste: Dry and spicy, with honeyed rye and 
cloves.

Finish: Soft vanilla and baking spices.

PIKESVILLE STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY

Double Gold ~ San Francisco World 
Spirits Competition

Extraordinary, Ultimate Recommen-
dation ~ Ultimate Spirits Challenge

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
700ml

 



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml

WHISTLEPIG RYE WHISKEY

50% ABV

The spirit of entrepreneurship.

Fortune, superb taste, and hustle lead us to the discovery of 
an aged Rye Whiskey stock in Alberta, Canada. We rescued 
the stock from misuse as a blending whiskey, aged it in new 
American Oak with a bourbon barrel finish, then hand-bottled 
this rye on its own.

We’re honored to present the most awarded Rye Whiskey in 
the world.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Allspice, orange peel, anise, oak, char and caramel.

Taste:  Sweet; hints of caramel and vanilla, followed by rye spice 
and mint.

Finish: Long finish; warm butterscotch and caramel.



TULLAMORE DEW IRISH WHISKEY

40% ABV

The early floral yet biscuit flavour reflects the grain whiskey, while the soft spicy notes can 
be attributed to the pot still whiskey in the blend. The citrus flavour is complemented by 
the malt. Finally notice the nutty or even marzipan note combined with distinctive vanilla 
in the finish – imparted by the sherry and bourbon casks used in maturation.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Light, sweet citrus and green apple combined with vanilla undertones.

Taste: Early fresh fruit leads to a definite light spike followed by some toasted wood which 
evolves into a delicious vanilla sweetness.

Finish: Put the glass down as you sense the almost buttery mellowness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Ireland 
Bottle size
700ml



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m VODKA



BELUGA NOBLE RUSSIAN VODKA

40% ABV

Beluga Noble Russian Vodka is a unique product in the Russian spirits market, which 
has been keeping a leading position in the super-premium segment for a number of 
years. It is a perfect vodka filled with passion for perfection and an admiration of true 
values.

Beluga Noble Russian Vodka is produced by a unique technology, skillfully combining 
ages-old traditions and innovations.

All ingredients that make up Beluga vodka pass a stringent purification and filtering 
process. Special malt spirit and the purest water from Siberian artesian wells combined 
with natural honey, infusion of oats and extracts of vanilla and Sylibum make its taste 
multi-faceted, complete and exquisite.

The final stage in the production of Beluga Noble Russian Vodka is the so-called           
“resting” period, which lasts 30 days. It is an exclusive technique not used in the                        
production of ordinary vodka.

The “resting” period allows the vodka to settle down and acquire its mature noble taste, 
which made Beluga Noble Russian Vodka a global landmark.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystal clear.

Nose: Mild cracked pepper with grainy aromas and faint notes odd crushed 
mussel shells, aniseed, fennel and lavender honey.

Taste: Very clean with cracked black pepper spicy bite, notes of charcoal and 
coal dust with faint grainy character, nuts and lavender.

Finish: Long, dry finish with black pepper spice which fades with lingering dill 
and fennel emerging.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Russia
Bottle size

500ml/ 750ml
1L/ 1.5L/ 3L



BELUGA NOBLE NIGHT LIFE RUSSIAN VODKA

40% ABV

A special edition inspired by the party atmosphere and aesthetics of 
luxurious nightlife. Each bottle is fitted with a waterproof LED sticker that, 
when turned on, illuminates ‘‘Beluga Noble Night’’ on the inside, attracting 
the attention of party guests. 

All ingredients that make up Beluga vodka pass a stringent purification and 
filtering process. Special malt spirit and the purest water from Siberian 
artesian wells combined with natural honey, infusion of oats and extracts 
of vanilla and Sylibum make its taste multi-faceted, complete and exquisite.
The final stage in the production of Beluga Noble Russian Vodka is the 
so-called “resting” period, which lasts 30 days. It is an exclusive technique 
not used in the production of ordinary vodka.

The “resting” period allows the vodka to settle down and acquire its mature 
noble taste, which made Beluga Noble Russian Vodka a global landmark.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystal clear.

Nose: Mild cracked pepper with grainy aromas and faint notes odd crushed 
mussel shells, aniseed, fennel and lavender honey.

Taste: Very clean with cracked black pepper spicy bite, notes of charcoal 
and coal dust with faint grainy character, nuts and lavender.

Finish: Long, dry finish with black pepper spice which fades with lingering 
dill and fennel emerging.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Russia
Bottle size

1 L



BELUGA CELEBRATION

40% ABV

Being a limited edition series intended first of all for Beluga connoisseurs and  
collectors, Beluga Celebration is our tribute to the unique century old distillery 
and a great gift for the special occasions.

Beluga Celebration has its unique recipe which guarantees the product a special 
place in Beluga portfolio. 

Traditionally for Beluga, we use a blend of special malt spirit and pure Artesian 
water adding only natural Siberian ingredients to the mixture.

Resting period for 30 days gives Beluga Celebration a rich taste and gentle       
bouquet.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystal clear.

Nose: Almost neutral aromatics reveal nuances of cream and meringue 
followed by a touch of white pepper. 

Taste: Super smooth, satiny entry leads into an off dry profile with a texture 
verging on creamy, followed by hints of wet stone, talc and meringue.

Finish: a delicate pepper burst. Aftertaste is silky, gently warming, dry and 
super clean.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Russia
Bottle size

1 L



BELUGA TRANSATLANTIC RACING

40% ABV

Beluga Transatlantic Racing is a collector’s edition Beluga vodka that 
carries the spirit of marine adventure and unparalleled romanticism 
of sailing. The series is dedicated to Beluga yachting team, which took 
par t and won some of the most prestigious yachting championships 
worldwide.

The recipe of Beluga Transatlantic Racing is unique.

All the ingredients making up this drink – from the purest artesian water 
to special malt spirit – pass a complex purification system, which includes 
filtering with natural cotton.

The “resting” period for this unique vodka lasts 45 days. Over this 
period, Beluga Transatlantic Racing acquires fresh after taste and a 
mellow, aristocratic flavor dominated by fresh citrus notes with a mild 
touch of licorice.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystal clear vision.

Nose: The nose emits the sweet notes of vanilla, with a hint of citrus, corn 
and toasted bread with a spicy finish. 

Taste: Soft, round, mouth is fresh and velvety, very elegant with a sweet.

Finish: Pleasant taste spicy.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Russia
Bottle size

750 ml



BELUGA GOLD LINE

40% ABV

Beluga Gold Line is a limited edition Beluga Vodka created specifically 
for gourmands and those who truly value luxury. Complex production 
process used in making this vodka helped our tasters achieve the perfect 
taste.

The resting period has been increased to 90 days, during which time   
natural ingredients in the blend (including essence of rice and extract 
of Rhodiola rosea) are given a chance to “rest”. This process softens 
the taste and balances the flavor, turning the drink into a culinary masterpiece.
Each bottle is individually numbered and comes with a special cork 
stopped with sealing wax – another sign of authentic Beluga Gold Line 
Vodka. Every bottle is accompanied by a special little hammer and a 
brush for cleaning the sealing wax.

TASTING NOTES:

Color:  Entirely clear and colourless, like water.

Nose: An intense and pure alcohol scent with overtones of white pepper 
and cinnamon.

Taste: The texture is remarkably smooth and creamy with a crisp and pure 
vodka taste, a bit gentler than one would expect. Subtle notes of sage and 
vanilla melt.

Finish: Long and clean.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Russia
Bottle size

750 ml



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA
Bottle size
750ml & 50 ml

TITO’S HANDMADE VODKA
40% ABV

Tito’s Handmade Vodka is produced in Austin at Texas’ 
oldest legal distillery. We make it in batches, use old-fash-
ioned pot stills, and taste-test every batch. Tito’s Handmade 
Vodka is designed to be savored by spirit connoisseurs and 
everyday drinkers alike. Our process, similar to those used 
to make fine single malt scotches and high-end French co-
gnacs, requires more skill and effort than others, but it’s well 
worth it.

Titos:
A Super-premium Handmade American product.
Naturally Gluten free.
Made from 100% American corn.
Made using a copper pot still.
Distilled six times.
Every batch of Tito’s Handmade vodka is personally tasted 
by Tito’s himself!

Chairmains Trophy - Ultimate Cocktail Challenge

* Source: IRI Total US F/D 13 weeks ending 5/14/17

AWARDS:

#1 Spirit Brand in the US !

WORLD’S BESTVODKA & TONIC

M A R K E T  W A T C H

SPIRITS BRAND
OF THE YEAR

2016
LEADERS



REYKA SMALL BATCH VODKA

40% ABV

Not Just Made In Iceland, Made Of Iceland.
The water comes from a glacial spring that runs through a 4,000 year-old Lava field. It’s 
Some of the purest in the world. And pure water makes good vodka. Reyka is distilled in 
one of the few Carter-Head Stills in the world. Its high copper level gives it unparalleled 
smoothness from a single distillation. Iceland is full of lava rocks, which are used to filter 
out the vodka, giving it a crisp clean taste. Geothermal energy produced from under-
ground volcanos is harnessed and used to power the distillery. Made in the tiny coastal 
village of Borgarness, Reyka’s Master Distiller is also the local fireman and Policeman, 
and as one can imagine, it is a very small operation that focuses on small batches of 
incredibly high quality vodka.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Iceland 
Bottle size
700ml

 



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Sweden 
Bottle size
750ml, 1000ml 

 

SVEDKA Vodka has been making its mark since it was first imported in 1998. It’s now 
the 2nd largest imported vodka and the #7 spirit brand in the United States*. And its 
popularity keeps growing.

Imported to the US from Sweden – a country that has been perfecting vodka for 
centuries – SVEDKA Vodka is proudly named after its country of origin.

ORIGINAL cherrycitron
40 % ABV
Imported from Sweden and 
distilled five times from 
Swedish winter wheat.

35 % ABV
Always a party Pleaser. Fresh 
lemon and lime flavored vodka.

GOLD MEDAL - WORLD SPIRITS 
AWARD 2010

GOLD MEDAL - INTERNATIONAL SPIRITS 
CHALLENGE 2010

GOLD MEDAL - MONDE SELECTION 
(BRUSSELS, BELGIUM) 
- 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010

GOLD MEDAL - INTERNATIONAL WINE & SPIRIT 
COMPETITION 2002, 2009, 2010, 2014

GOLD MEDAL - BEVERAGE TESTING INSTITUTE, 
EXCEPTIONAL TASTE & BEST BUY 2008, 2009, 2013

DOUBLE GOLD MEDAL - SAN FRANCISCO WORLD
SPIRITS COMPETITION 2013

AWARDS:

clementine VANILLA
35 % ABV
Vodka made with all-natural flavors of 
Montmorency cherries.

35 % ABV
Make a bold statement. Vodka infused 
with all-natural orange flavors.

35 % ABV
Sweet but sinful. All-natural Vanilla 
flavors with a subtle note of whipped 
cream.



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m GIN



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland 

Bottle size

700ml

HENDRICK’S GIN

41.4% ABV

HENDRICK’S is an unusual gin created from eleven fine botanicals distilled in two distinctly different 
stills. The curious, yet marvelous, infusions of rose & cucumber imbue our spirit with its uniquely 
balanced flavor resulting in an unimpeachably smooth and distinct gin.

TASTING NOTES:
Juniper aromas with floral hints and a touch of musky rose, followed by a blanket of sweet orange, 
lime zest, and elderflower.  A very classic Gin on the palate with flavors of angelica, coriander, juniper 
and orris root.  A burst of citrus flavors seals the deal.



OPIHR ORIENTAL SPICED GIN

42.5% ABV

The name
The Opihr - pronounced {O-peer}. Opihr is a legendary region famed for its wealth and riches which prospered during the reign of King Solomon. 
The King regularly received cargoes of gold, silver and spices from Opihr and whilst its exact location remains a mystery, it is thought to have 
been in the Orient, along the Ancient Spice Route. 

Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin is a unique style of London Dry Gin created by the  Master Gin Distiller at the world’s oldest gin distillers, using exotic 
botanicals, herbs and spices.  Opihr is the world’s fastest growing super premium gin (according to The International Wine and Spirit Research 
“IWSR” August, 2015).

Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin is crafted with a selection of exotic hand-picked botanicals, carefully chosen by Opihr’s Master Distiller, including spicy 
Cubeb pepper from Indonesia, Tellicherry Black Pepper from India and Coriander seeds from Morocco.

The Distillation
The botanicals in Opihr Gin make the journey to their final destination, the oldest distillery in England, where quality gin has been traditionally 
distilled using the same London Dry Gin method since 1761. The Master Distiller then infuses the botanicals in high quality spirit in copper pot 
stills, using over 250 years of tradition and expertise, to create a unique spiced gin.  

TASTING NOTES:
Nose:  A rich Oriental spiced gin with a smooth perfume and sharp bursts of citrus.  Key notes of cumin and cardamom provide a warm earthy 
background balanced with the grapefruit peel.

Taste:  Soft camphor, some sweetness and oriental spices create a warm mouth feel that lingers but does not increase in intensity.

Finish: Long length with soft cracked black pepper and spice.

Country of origin
England
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS

Awards



As palates evolve and consumers become more adventurous, 
unusual citrus fruits are becoming more commonplace and 
the Arabian Peninsula offers an abundance of little discovered 
fruits and botanicals. Opihr Gin Arabian Edition is adapting 
Persian black lemons with their refreshingly sweet citrus pro-
file thanks to the lack of bitterness of other lemons.

TASTING NOTES: A richly intense citrus and spice-led gin with 
concentrated lemon notes from Arabia and spices from the 
Orient. It has the smooth soft perfume notes from its funda-
mental juniper core but balanced with concentrated citrus. The 
sharp burst of green citrus notes with some sweetness create 
a warm mouth feel that lingers.

Opihr Gin European Edition is taking inspiration from the herbal 
bitters and spritz trend in Europe. Cascarilla bark is present in 
many bitter liqueurs in the south of the continent and adds an 
aromatic and fragrant twist to Opihr’s flavour profile and hon-
ours its Spice Route origins.

TASTING NOTES: A bold, savoury-led spiced gin with balanced 
burnt orange and bitter notes from Europe and the Orient. It has 
smooth soft perfume notes with mature rounded orange notes 
and a woody, earthy finish. Soft camphor balanced with sweet 
smoky liquorice-type woody notes and a clean finish resulting 
in a smooth and rounded London Dry gin.

As we look at the Far East and the beginning of the Spice Route, one 
of the key flavour profiles that springs to mind is ‘heat and spice’. 
Szechuan pepper’s sweet and floral elements are characteristic 
for Chinese five spice and flavoursome hot pot dishes. Ajwain bal-
ances the heat of the pepper and adds a pleasant smoky touch to 
Opihr’s botanicals.

TASTING NOTES: A bold, intense and richly spiced gin from the 
Far East and the Orient. It has invigorating warm spice notes of 
Szechuan peppers and a background of lemony thyme and laven-
der notes. A very smooth, rounded London Dry gin with rich pun-
gent spices that creates an intense warm mouth feel.

OPIHR oriental spiced gin - regional EDITIONs
FAR EAST EDITIONEUROPEAN EDITIONARABIAN EDITION

43% ABV 43% ABV 43% ABV

Country of origin
England
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS



Greenall’s has been proudly distilled in Great Britain since 1761 through the craftsmanship of seven generations of master distillers. Greenall’s makes the perfect gin & tonic, it is a classic 
London Dry Gin with a secret recipe dating back over 250 years – including wild Tuscan juniper, zesty Spanish lemon and coriander from Morocco.

TASTING NOTES:
Color: A clear, bright liquid.
Nose:  Rounded Juniper notes and mature citrus flavours, which are fresh and punchy; finished with woody, earthy aromas and warm spice.

Taste:  Silky smooth opening that develops into rich camphor and a citrus taste with underlying Eastern spice.  

Finish: A lasting finish with delicate bitterness and residual sweetness.

Country of origin
England
ABV
40 %
Bottle size
700ml

 

VITAL STATISTICS



The inspiration for Greenall’s Wild Berry comes from blackberries growing in English 
hedgerows. These blackberries are combined with raspberries and infused with our 
award winning Original London Dry gin. Luscious and juicy berry notes are balanced 
with juniper and warming spice to give a smooth taste and peppery.
Best served with tonic for a fruity G&T or added to simple but effective cocktails for 
the party!

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: Subtle red fruit balanced with rounded juniper notes and fresh citrus flavours.

Taste: Silky smooth opening that develops into rich camphor and citrus taste with 
underlying fruity touch.

Finish: Medium length with delicate sweetness.

AWARDS:

Country of origin
England
ABV
37.5 %
Bottle size
700ml

  

VITAL STATISTICS



O U R 
S T O R Y
Scapegrace – a complete rogue, libertine, 
free spirited, independent person
12 botanicals, natures wild apostles
Water, torn from the earth 80 years after it 
was hurled down on New Zealand’s South-
ern Alps
A whisky still, 19th century, stumbled upon 
in a long abandoned shed
These are our ingredients. Classic citrus, 
super smooth
This is how Scapegrace signs its name 
around the globe
Sample gritty sophistication

Country of origin
New Zealand
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS
AWARDS

ABV 42.2 %

O U R 
B O T A N I C A L 
B L E N D

English coriander
Spanish lemon and orange peel
Guatemalan cardamom
Nutmeg from the Grenada Islands
Polish angelica root
Clove from the Comoros Islands
Tuscan juniper berries – considered
to be the best in the world with huge
oily notes and fresh pine
Italian orris root
Sweet Italian liquorice
Sri Lankan cinnamon
Chinese cassia bark

AWARDS

ABV 57 %



BLOOM LONDON DRY GIN
40% ABV

BLOOM is an award winning premium London Dry Gin with 29 International Awards since 
2008, created by Joanne Moore, one of the world’s first female Gin Master Distillers at the 
oldest gin distillery G&J since 1761.
Inspired by the true beauty of nature, BLOOM is a light and floral London Dry Gin with three 
main botanicals as chamomile, honeysuckle and pomelo. They are carefully blended to cre-
ate a distinctively delicate, fresh and floral gin, with a touch of sweetness and a smooth 
finish.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: A delicately floral, subtle gin, with chamomile, pomelo and honeysuckle the most 
prominent aromas.

Taste: A touch of sweetness and soft citrus notes throughout.

Finish: A very smooth mouth-feel.

AWARDS:

Country of origin
England
Bottle size
700ml & 1000ml

  

VITAL STATISTICS



OF

Country of origin
England
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS

THOMAS DAKIN LONDON DRY GIN

42% ABV

As the best London Dry Gin at the Gin Masters 2018, Thomas Dakin is a classic-style, juniper-led, single 
London Dry Gin, made the traditional way, not from essence, as that’s how Thomas Dakin, the forefather 
of quality English gin, made his original gin back in 1761.
Handcrafted using the finest, carefully selected eleven botanicals including Juniper, English coriander 
seeds, Orange zest, Grapefruit, Cubebs, Liquorice root, Angelica and “a hint of Red Cole” (the 18th century 
name for horseradish), which are then added by hand to our grain-neutral spirit with demineralised water 
inside our baby copper pot still

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Juniper perfumed notes upfront with sweet orange and citrus aromas and a hint of red cole botan-

ical at the end.

Taste: Smooth, intense and piquant which softens, leaving a sweet citrus and savoury taste.

Finish: Medium to long lingering finish.

AWARDS



AWARDS:

Country of origin
England
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS

BERKELEY SQUARE LONDON DRY GIN
46% ABV

Berkeley Square London Dry Gin is one of the world’s most luxurious gins, distilled by hand 
in small batches using the tiny copper still No. 8. Berkeley Square Gin is hand-crafted by the 
world’s oldest gin distillers with a tradition of distilling since 1761 and is an ultra smooth gin, 
good enough to sip neat.

Hand-finished with the unique method of ‘Bouquet Garni’, Berkeley Square carries a unique 
combination of the traditional botanicals of a London Dry Gin: juniper, coriander, angelica 
and cubebs, contrast with a unique blend of: kaffir lime leaves, basil, sage and lavender.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Rich herbaceous aroma, balanced with earthy notes and a lime citrus finish.

Taste: Ultra smooth London Dry Gin, rounded juniper notes with subtle earthy characters, 
which opens out to exhibit medium intensity basil notes and rich sweet lime. 

Finish: Medium to long, with a pepper finish.



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m TEQUILA



MILAGRO  SILVER TEQUILA
40%  ABV

Milagro started in 1997 with two college friends, Danny Schneeweiss and Moy Guindi. They saw amazing things happening 
in the creative scene of Mexico City, everywhere they saw new expressions of international sophistication, youthful energy 
and passionate creativity. Everywhere except tequila. Tequilas had become one-dimensional caricatures of tradition, or 
calculated celebrity-driven business ventures, devoid of creativity and truth. Danny and Moy wanted a tequila that bridged 
two worlds — the deeply rooted integrity of traditional tequila, and the vibrant, creative culture of modern Mexico City. 
Every element of Milagro proudly reflects Danny and Moy’s vision of a tequila that embodies the creativity and self-ex-
pression of modern Mexico. Our logo was inspired by the organic forms of Mexico City street art. Our tall, sleek bottle was 
designed with the flowing lines of modern sculpture. Our “Select Barrel Reserve” bottles are crafted by hand, including a 
detailed sculpture of the agave plant, each of which is unique. And we continue to collaborate with Mexico City artists to 
create murals and other communications for our tequilas. When Danny and Moy first tasted their new tequila, they declared 
it “un milagro!”…A miracle!

MILAGRO REPOSADO
40%  ABV

Milagro Reposado is an estate-grown, 100% blue agave tequila which is rested in American oak barrels for a minimum of 
3 months and a maximum of 6 months. With Milagro Reposado, Danny and Moy worked hard to create the appropriate 
balance of robust flavor with front-and-center agave taste.

TASTING NOTES

Color: Natural golden straw.

Nose: Clean, agave-forward, with notes of caramel.

Taste: Clean, agave-forward, notes of caramel and toast, slight spice finish.

MILAGRO AÑEJO
40%  ABV

Milagro Añejo is an estate-grown, 100% blue agave tequila which is aged in American oak barrels for a minimum of 14 
months and a maximum of 24 months. The aging results in a taste that is smooth, refined and still agave-forward.

TASTING NOTES 

Color: Pale amber.

Nose: Caramel, coconut, toasted oak.

Taste: Caramel and coconut with chocolate, tobacco and tropical fruit notes, and a sweet, yet spicy finish.

Country of origin
Mexico
Bottle size
700ml

VITAL STATISTICS

AWARDS



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Mexico 
Bottle size
750ml

 

ANEJO

Lunazul is hand-harvested and small-batched distilled using only the finest 100% blue agave in the world. Agaves are slow-cooked then carefully 
milled and fermented using proprietary yeast cultures under the watchful eye of the Master Tequilero. Each small batch is double-distilled in 
traditional Cognac stills and aged in Heaven Hill Bourbon Barrels for unsurpassed flavor. An invention rich in tradition, Lunazul Tequila is quality 
unmatched.
Lunazul is available in three varieties to include Blanco, Reposado & Anejo.

AWARDS
Blanco - 2018 Ultimate Spirits Challenge Chairman’s Trophy Award & Great Value, 96 Rating.
Reposado - San Francisco World Spirits Competition Gold Medal & 2018 Ultimate Spirits Challenge 90 rating.

BLANCO reposado

40% ABV 40% ABV 40% ABV



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Mexico 
Bottle size
750ml

 

LUNAZUL PRIMERO

Lunazul is hand-harvested and hand-crafted using only the finest 100% Blue Weber 
agave in the world.
Agaves are slow-cooked then carefully milled and fermented using proprietary yeast 
cultures under the watchful eye of the Master Tequilero.
Batches are distilled and aged in American white oak barrels for 18 months.
Our Anejo Cristalino tequila is then filtered eight times to achieve a crystal-clear color.

AWARDS
• Double Gold Medal - SIP Awards, 2021
• Consumers’ Choice Award - SIP Awards, 2021

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crisp clear.

Aroma: Complex balance of sweet vanilla and fruits with hints of oak and florals.

Taste: Full body and mouth with oak, spices, citrus, and sweet caramel with hints of 
eucalyptus.

Finish: Long-lasting, warm finish and persistent, soft alcohol notes.

40% ABV



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml

  

40% ABV

Two Finger Tequila is made from the blue agave plant that grows in the 
mountainous Los Altos region of Mexicos, Jalisco Province. The area is 
well-known for deep natural springs and the ideal climate for growing the 
biggest, most flavorful blue agave plants. The tequila is made in one of 
Mexico’s largest family-run distilleries from mountain blue agave plants 
that have matured for eight to ten year. 

The label carries the NOM - 1142 designation, which indicates that Two 
Fingers meet the Mexican government’s standard of quality tequila.
In its distinctive bottle, Two Fingers is available in both gold and silver 
varieties.



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m MEZCAL



EL RECUERDO MEZCAL – JOVEN (YOUNG)

40% ABV

El Recuerdo Mezcal is an artisanal Mexican spirit that embodies the rich traditions and 
flavors of mezcal production. With its unique smoky profile and cultural significance, it 
offers a distinctive drinking experience.
• 4 traditional brick ovens for traditional mezcal production.
• 27 acres of crops with 14.5k Espadín agave plants.
• Greenhouses for first generation agave cultivation and protection.
• ISO 9001, HACCP, clean Industry certified, Kosher and certified wood use.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystalline and bright with silver shades.

Aroma: Smooth herbal hints, slightly smoked with notes with notes of cooked agave.

Taste: Balanced with sweet and slightly bitter taste, fresh citric, herbal notes and fine 
smoke sparkles.

Finish: Warm finish with a hint of chocolate, nutty lingering, covered with a a fine 
smokiness.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Oaxaca, Mexico
Bottle size

700ml



SEÑORÍO MEZCAL – JOVEN

40% ABV

The perfect balance between two distillations with different intensities and 
flavor-aroma profiles. SEÑORÍO JOVEN is born from the passion, knowledge, 
work, and heritage of the Oaxacan tradition. Pure smooth smoked espadín 
agave flavor.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystalline and bright with silver shades and great body.

Aroma: Smooth notes of cooked agave, with citrus notes of lime and grape-
fruit, sparkles of mint, with delicate touches of field flowers, olive, and smoke.

Taste: Hints of smoke, with herbal and citrus notes.

Finish: Silky and smokiness lingering.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Oaxaca, Mexico
Bottle size

750ml



SEÑORÍO MEZCAL – REPOSADO

40% ABV

This version is kept in American oak barrels for 4 months to guarantee a 
balanced flavor with smoked tones, providing a wood-caramel aroma.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Bright, luminous golden shades.

Aroma: Sweet notes of wood and vanilla, herbaceous and fresh, with hints 
of cooked agave.

Taste: Deep, that leaves light notes of cooked agave, light smoky sparkles, 
hints of spices such as pepper.

Finish: Silky with wooden oak & caramel.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Oaxaca, Mexico
Bottle size

750ml



SEÑORÍO MEZCAL – AÑEJO

40% ABV

This label rests in our American oak barrels for 1 year, offering unique aging 
in flavor and body, a privilege for those who taste it.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Bright amber.

Aroma: With fruit nuances and the powerful distinction of cooked agave.

Taste: Of great permanence of sweet, bitter, wood and vanilla taste.

Finish: Smooth oakiness with tones of intense and frutal cooked agave.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Oaxaca, Mexico
Bottle size

750ml



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m PISCO



PISCO  is the result of the distillation of alcohols ob-
tained after the exclusive fermentation of the ripe 
grapes, according to traditionnal methods.

PISCO ACHOLADO is made from an exclusive se-
lection of grape varieties from our vineyards such as 
Quebranta, Albilla, Torontel, Moscatel and Italia, cen-
turies-old varieties from Tacama that traditionally 
have been used to produce the best Pisco from Peru.

THE PISCO is the traditional wine eau de vie of Peru. 
The originality of the Pisco is due to the ideal terroir 
and to the mode of elaboration authentic, exclusively 
from the wort of wine. The mature grape is pressed, 
the wort obtained is purified and then fermented. Af-
ter transformation into alcohol, the wort is distilled in 
stills.

PISCO DEMONIO is produced by the company Vina 
Tacama in the Ica region south of Lima in the Pisco 
valleys.

Gold medal at the Vinalies Internationales 2017 (com-
petition of oenologists of France).

D E M O N I O  D E  LO S  A N D E S   -  AC H O L A D O 

42.5 % ABV

700 ml



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m RUM & CACHACA



Flor de Caña, Nicaragua’s #1 exported brand, is present in over 40 countries worldwide 
and is one of the fastest growing premium rum brands in the United States. With more 
than 125 years and 5 generations of family tradition, Flor de Caña has been recognized 
as the world’s best rum in prestigious international competitions in London, San Fran-
cisco and Chicago. Flor de Caña is the leading premium rum in Central America.

The JEWEL  of the family
Targeted to connoisseurs who appreciate the highest quality 
spirits.

Tasting: Well-balanced, a medium-bodied palate with hints 
of dried prunes and sweet  rounded oak notes entwined with 
toffee nuances.

CENTENARIO 25 YR 40 %  ABV

AWARDS

45% ABV

Disrupt the global spirits industry with one-of-a-kind product that reflects the uni-
wueness and authenticity of Flor de Canã, and demonstrates why the brand is the 
#1 premium rum in the world.
• Single Family Estate: Signatures of the 5 generations that compromise this family 
legacy.
• 30-year-old, single barrel rum (only one barrel from 1988) – Demonstrates the 
brand has one of the largest aged rum reserves in the world.
• Certificated of authenticity with a unique bottle number.
• Cap made from real volcanic rock.
• Authentic replica of the iconic 1902 volcano postal stamp of Nicaragua.
• One of a kind metallic engraved label.
• Leather case with an minimalist, avant-grade style.

Color: Elegant dark copper. Its density reflects the maturity and complexity of its 
age, with thick tears that descend slowly.

Aroma: Wonderful notes of wood and tropical fruits, with highlights of cocoa and 
nutmeg and a sweet, pleasant aroma.

Taste: A round and sophisticated entrance, with notes of wood, cocoa and sweet 
vanilla. A smooth an dedicate finish that conquers the palate.

V GENERACIONES 30 YR



This stunning amber rum is full-bodied, with a rich complexity of fla-
vors and a smooth finish that stays with you, long after the swallow. 
The Centenario 18 is almost two decades in the making, and you can 
taste the craftsmanship and tradition in every drop.

Tasting: A rich entry leads to a viscous, dryish, full-bodied palate 
with dark chocolate, caramel, roasted nuts, and brown spice flavors. 
Finishes with a long, charred oak, vanilla, and burnt nut fade.

CENTENARIO 18 YR 40 % ABV

This mahogany hued, extra-smooth and full-bod-
ied rum is best served on-the-rocks, with a splash 
of cola, soda or water. The Gran Reserva also makes 
a truly Grand Mojito. It comes highly recommended 
by F. Paul Pacult, of Kindred Spirits.

Tasting: A round entry leads to medium-bodied 
palate of dark caramel and toasted nuts. Finishes 
with a dry toasted coconut fade.

GRAN RESERVA  7 YR 40 %  ABV

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Nicaragua 
Bottle size
700ml, 750ml

This reddish amber rum is stately and elegant, semi-sweet. Try it 
neat, on-the-rocks or with a splash of water or soda. Rated 90-95 
and highly recommended by Wine Enthusiast in 2004, the winner of 
13 International Awards, the Centenario 12 is history in the making.

Tasting: Stately and semisweet; nougat, almond butter, molasses 
and sherry abound. Finishes with a peppery spice, dark caramel, and 
charred oak fade.

CENTENARIO 12 YR 40 %  ABV

A crystal clear, light-bodied, silky rum that blends well with juices, 
colas, soda and tonic water. It’s perfect for mixed drinks. Winner 
of 10 International Awards including the Platinum Award & Gold 
Medal, at the International Rum Festival in 2003.

Tasting: A soft, round entry leads to a smooth, dryish medium 
bodied palate with vanilla, coconut, and a dash of bourbon barrel 
spiciness. Finishes with a long fade of dry sugar cane and toasty 
vanilla.spice, dark caramel, and charred oak fade.

EXTRA SECO 4 YR 37.5%  ABV



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Trinidad & Tobago
Bottle size
700ml

ANGOSTURA 1824® RUM

40% ABV

Angostura 1824® is an exquisite blend of gold 
rums aged for a minimum of 12 years.  
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Dark gold with nuances of amber. 

Nose: Rich bouquet of sweet molasses, cocoa and 
toffee with top notes of tropical fruit. 

Taste: Well-rounded, a medium-bodied palate 
with hints of chocolate, orange, spices and fruity 
nuances. 

Finish: Long and smooth. 

ANGOSTURA 1919® RUM

40% ABV

A delightful light golden rum of incomparable taste, Angostura 1919® is one of the most suc-
cessful rums of the House of Angostura®. Named for the year it was casked, Angostura. 
1919® is a  light blend of rums aged in charred, used bourbon oak casks and distilled in An-
gostura®’s multi-column continuous still. 
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: A golden-amber hue.

Nose: A rich complex bouquet of cocoa, vanilla and coconut.

Taste: Remarkably well-rounded, a dry medium-bodied palate with hints of roasted nuts, 
creamy vanilla, brown spices and tropical nuances. 

Finish: Long and smooth.

ANGOSTURA 1787® RUM

40% ABV

Angostura 1787 is a super-premium 15 year-old rum, backed by the House of Angostura’s 
more than 30 years of expertise in the art of the rum making. These rums are aged in charred 
American oak bourbon barrels for a minimum of fifteen years. This exquisite sipping rim 
commemarates the establishment of the first sugar mill at the famous Lapeyouse sugar 
plantation in Trinidad, in 1787.

A rich mahogany colour with bronze highlights, Angostura 1787 offers a sweet bouquet of 
bananas and dried frit with top notes of apples. Hints of dried prunes and rounded oaky 
notes entwined with toffee nuances makes this exquisite spirit appeal to all your senses.  
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: A rich mahogany with bronze highlights. 

Nose: A sweet bouquet of bananas and dried frit with top notes of apples. 

Taste: Well balanced, a medium bodied palate with hints of dried prunes and sweet  rounded 
oak notes entwined with toffee nuances. 

Finish: Long and crisp.



ANGOSTURA® RESERVA

40% ABV

A classic crystal clear white rum with a platinum cast, Angostura Reserva is a blend of white rums 
aged for a minimum of three years and twice filtered through charcoal to ensure purity and clarify. 
Extraordinarily light and creamy, exceptionally smooth and full in flavour, Reserva is a superior white 
rum. 
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Crystal clear with a platinum cast.

Nose: Exotic tropical fruit aromas, especially burnt bananas and charcoal.

Taste: A round dryish, medium-bodied palate subtly flavoured with coconut, molasses, plantain, burnt 
sugar and hints of apple. 

Finish: Quick with a burst of hot pepper and burnt spice.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Trinidad & Tobago
Bottle size
700ml

ANGOSTURA® 7 YEAR OLD RUM  

40% ABV

To create Angostura® 7 Year Old rum, Angostura®’s Master Blender selects from light, medium and 
heavy rums that have been aging for a minimum of 7 years. The blend is then returned to casks to 
further marry its flavours. The result: A truly memorable rum of rich medium body.   
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: The deep dark red hue of mahogany.  

Nose: An enticing bouquet of aromas, creamy vanilla, chocolate, molasses, coffee, spice and oak. 

Taste: Subtle nuances of the delightful flavours of chocolate, honey, toffee, caramel, coffee and 
roasted nuts. 

Finish: Lingers gently on the palate, fading to rich cinnamon with other spices.  



SAINT JAMES 
IMPERIAL BLANC 

40% ABV

A rum that combines strength with intense fla-
vours, while retaining a wonderfully refined 
taste. 
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Clear and crystalline. 

Nose: Aromas of freshly cut sugar cane. Floral, 
fruity and slightly peppery notes. 

Taste: Bold, smooth and warm attack. Typically 
fruity flavours. Good length. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Martinique, France  
Bottle size
700ml

SAINT JAMES 
ROYAL AMBRE 

40% ABV

SAINT JAMES Royal Amber has the richness of a dark 
rum and the freshness of a pure cane white rum.
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Warm, amber colour.

Nose: Well-rounded and elegant with floral aromas 
combined with woody, spicy notes typical of the 
maturation process in oak casks.

Taste: Round and harmonious with a good presence 
in mouth.



SAILOR JERRY

40% ABV

The Original Sailor Jerry’s Spiced Rum is an ode 
to the legendary Norman “Sailor Jerry” Collins, a 
navy vet who came to be known as the forefather 
of American Tattoo culture. Norman Collins was 
a prophetic symbol of the counter culture move-
ment, an artist whose influence spread far beyond 
tattooing, remaining present today, almost 50 
years later. Taking inspiration and knowledge from 
the old school Tattoo masters of Japan, Collins 
brought the art form back to the US and combined 
the ancient traditions with his own artistic flare 
to create something entirely new. A rum drinker 
till his death, Sailor Jerry’s Spiced Rum is a ballad 
written in Collins’ honor: the old tradition of high 
proof spiced rums blended and developed in such 
a way to create the perfect spirit for mixing and 

creating new cocktails and flavors.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Scotland
Bottle size
700ml



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
USA 
Bottle size
750ml

46.5% ABV

Blackheart continues to outpace the rum category since its launch in 2010. Blackheart is a 93 proof 
spiced rum that embodies an edgy, bold lifestyle. It is premium quality rum without the premium 
price. Blackheart is named for the sultry seductress of the high seas. She is bold and bawdy, cunning 
and cutthroat, sexy and seductive. She left a trail of broken hearts wherever she traveled. That is how 
she came to be known as Blackheart.

As the Official Rum of UFC, Blackheart reaches millions of MMA fans on ESPN Networks and through 
other social media outlets. Brand support consists of a comprehensive marketing plan that includes 
on and off-premise point-of-sale materials, print and digital advertising, website and social media 
activities, as well as national media partnerships with UFC.

Tasting: Blackheart Premium Spiced Rum is imported rum with spice, caramel and other natural 
flavors.

AWARDS
In 2013 – 2015, Blackheart was awarded an Impact “Hot Prospect” Award for outstanding growth and 
has received the Beverage Information Group’s “Rising Star” award eve year from 2014 - 2017.
In 2018, Blackheart received Double Gold in the SIP Awards as chosen by a consumer judging panel

BLACKHEART PREMIUM SPICED RUM



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Brazil 
Bottle size
700ml

THOQUINO CACHAÇA SPECIAL EDITION

40% ABV

Eau de vie made with sugar cane « Aguardente de Cana » made exclusively in Brazil.

Thoquino Cachaça (40°) is made by fermentation and distillation of fresh sugar cane juice. 
Even if the manufacturing process is similar to rum, this cachaça is different from other rums 
due to its slightly smoky taste.

Thoquino Cachaça is an “Aguardente de Cana” 100% pure sugar cane, made with freshly 
pressed sugar cane juice which is then fermented for 8 days having been distilled (double 
distillation). This fermentation is longer than that of rum, contributing to its unique taste.

TASTING NOTES: 

As opposed to other cachaças, which soon lose their aroma in the air, Thoquino  keeps its 
smell and taste in glassware. Prepared ¼ hour before drinking, this Caïpirinha  just tastes 
better.

DRINKING NOTES:
Cachaça is mainly a cocktail drink. The most popular are “Caïpirinha” and “Batida”.
“Caïpirinha” is only made with Brazilian cachaça, symbol of Brazilian cuisine and culture 
today one of the most well-known cocktails the world.



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m VERMOUTH



MANCINO 
VERMOUTH

MANCINO 
VERMOUTH

SECCO

VECCHIO

Clear, super dry, lemon grass, 
dog rose, marjoram, cardamon. 
for the best gin martini.

The first aged italian vermouth, dark tawny 
brown, year aged oak aroma, cherry, honey, 
raisons, quinine, orange zest and liquorice.

18 % ABV

16 % ABV

MANCINO 
VERMOUTH

MANCINO 
VERMOUTH

MANCINO 
VERMOUTH

SAKURA

BIANCO AMBRATO ROSSO AMARANTO

Giancarlo’s limited edition Vermouth with Cherry 
blossom and Violet petals, is his revelation of Italian 
and Japanese culinary infatuation. A perfect blend 
of twenty botanicals, heavy on wormwoods for the 
bitter palate, on a veriety of Italian white wines. 
Thus marking his prodigious correlation with Japan, 
producing only 4000 bottles yearly.

Slightly amber, chamomile, ginger, aloe 
vera, lot’s of quinine. ideal for vesper 
and on the rocks with an orange twist 
in the gin & vodka tonics.

Dark red, vanilla, rhubarb, italian juniper, 
orange, toasted wood. for the perfect 
negroni and manhattan.

18 % ABV
BOTTLE SIZE: 500ml

16 % ABV 16 % ABV

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Italia
Bottle size
750ml 



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m BITTERS



ANGOSTURA AROMATIC BITTERS 

44.7% ABV

“A cocktail cabinet without Angostura is like a kitchen 
without salt and pepper”. ANGOSTURA® aromatic bit-
ters adds a layer of complexity, intensifies the flavor of 
other ingredients, counteracts the harshness of acidic 
contents and decreases the harshness of spirits. But it 
doesn’t stop there – it also helps cleanse the palate and 
aid in digestion. Ever had an Old Fashioned, Manhattan, 
Pink Gin or Mai Tai? Then you’ve experienced ANGOSTURA® 
aromatic bitters. It’s the can’t-miss bottle behind the 
bar, featuring an over-sized label and distinct yellow cap.  

TASTING NOTES: 

Color: Reddish brown in hue. 

Nose: Aromatic Bouquet of herbs, fruits and spices. 

Taste: Aromatic taste with a bouquet of fruits, spices 
and herbs. As a flavouring agent it enhances the taste of 
food and drink. 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Trinidad & Tobago
Bottle size
200ml

ANGOSTURA ORANGE BITTERS            

28% ABV

Made from its own special recipe, ANGOSTURA® orange 
bitters is a complex blend of tropical oranges and spices. 
“The soul of an exceptional dry martini”; it is wonderfully 
versatile and pairs perfectly with vodka, gin and whisky. It 
also adds a depth of flavour to rum cocktails. Its complex-
ity and layers of flavour also make it a culinary must-have 
ingredient. A perfect accompaniment to savoury sauces, 
seafood and chocolate.  
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Clear. 

Nose: Orange top rounded off with a combination of aromatic 
of spices. Fresh and flavourful with a soft mellow note. 

Taste: Perfect blend of sweet and bitter notes giving a 
mouth warming array of citrus spicy notes, ending in subtle 
astringent mouth feel. 



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Trinidad & Tobago
Bottle size
100ml

ANGOSTURA COCOA BITTERS 

48% ABV

Crafted with Trinitario Cocoa Beans to bring rich, bold flavors to any cocktail,
New ANGOSTURA® cocoa bitters pairs Trinidad and Tobago’s finest locally 
harvested cocoa with 200 years of unparalleled bitters expertise from THE 
HOUSE OF ANGOSTURA®. 

It’s our most decadent, indulgent flavor yet. 
 
TASTING NOTES:

Color: Rich, dark brown.

Nose: Distinct cocoa inveigles the nose to inviting warm spices, floral and 
citrus undertones. 

Taste: Rich nutty cocoa balances light spices, with a lasting bitter finish.



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Martinique, France  
Bottle size
200ml

SAINT JAMES 
AROMATIC COCKTAIL BITTERS 

44.5% ABV

Two years of research through ancient pharmacist, distiller and 
bartender manuals were necessary to create the Saint James Aromatic 
Cocktail Bitters.

Our Bitter is elaborated from sugarcane alcohol and a maceration 
of specifically chosen plants and spices: Wormwood, Gentian, 
Quinquina barks, Angelica flowers, Caraway, Coriander, Ginger 
roots and other secret ingredients. 



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m LIQUEUR



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Scotland  
Bottle size
700ml

 

40% ABV

Before cocktails were cocktails, and even before Scotch was Scotch, Drambuie® has been a 
premium Scotch liqueur at the heart of great cocktails. In its native Gaelic, Drambuie means 
“the drink that satisfes”. Though the exact recipe has been a closely guarded secret sinceit 
was brought to Scotland in 1745, for the past 200 years, Drambuie has been made with aged 
Highland whisky, heather honey, herbs and spices.

TASTING NOTES:

Nose: Aged malt whisky combined with a mix of floral and herbal overtones and rich honey.

Taste: A complex arrangement of herbal, spicy, sweet and honey notes.

Finish: Voluptuous and full-bodied.



AMARO DI ANGOSTURA

35% ABV

The latest innovation from the House of ANGOSTURA®; Amaro di ANGOSTURA® has a deep amber color and offers 
aromas of cinnamon, dark chocolate and unmistakable angostura aromatic bitters. The finish is perfectly balanced, 
exotic, lush and reminiscent of the essence of Trinidad and Tobago’s pulsating rhythms, tropical climate, and beauty. 
This beautiful liqueur can be enjoyed over ice, is splendid on its own and offers delicious harmony in cocktails.

KEY FEATURES

Amaro di ANGOSTURA® is derived from the bespoke process used in creating the House of ANGOSTURA®’s iconic 
aromatic bitters.
Produced by blenders of the House of ANGOSTURA® who have more than 70 years of blending expertise among them.
The House of ANGOSTURA® blenders combined ANGOSTURA® aromatic bitters with a neutral spirit and added more 
spices until a magnificent herbal liqueur was created.
The spirit, spices and bitter herbs were mixed and then left to marry for 3 months. The result — Amaro di ANGOSTURA® 
— an elevation of a classic liqueur to an entirely new world dimension to the category.
Amaro di ANGOSTURA® can be enjoyed over ice, is splendid on its own and offers delicious harmony in a cocktail.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Deep polished amber with bronze highlights tasting notes.

Nose: First aromas are an aromatic spiced bouquet with caramel. As we get closer to the spirits, there are distinct 
notes of cinnamon, liquorice and citrus followed by strong chocolate with hints of toasted sugar.

Taste: Enters the palate with cinnamon and toasted caramel flavours. As the liquid fills the mouth with pleasant bitter 
and liquorice notes, the finish fades into lasting flavours of chocolate and sweet herbs.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Trinidad & Tobago
Bottle size
700ml



PAMA POMEGRANATE LIQUEUR 

17% ABV

PAMA® captures the complex, sweet yet tart taste and seductive ruby color of all-natural pomegranates. PAMA 
is made with all-natural pomegranate juice, premium vodka and a touch of imported tequila. Bottled at 34 proof, 
PAMA is highly mixable in a range of cocktails such as PAMA and Champagne, PAMA Cosmo and the PAMA Mojito. 
PAMA’s versatility gives you endless PAMAbilites.™
No fruit compares to the pomegranate. The deep crimson color; the dense pulpy flesh; the rich red juice; even the 
time of year when it ripens – all of these singular characteristics, along with the tales of mystery and romance 
woven around it, make the pomegranate rare and unequalled. The fall harvest offers a freshness and juiciness 
within the tempting fruit that cannot be experienced any other time of year. The pomegranates chosen for PAMA 
are selected at their peak for ripeness and flavor.

PAMA Pomegranate Liqueur delivers to consumers the ultimate expression of pomegranate style, sophistication 
and flavor. Launched in November 2005, PAMA Pomegranate Liqueur offers a highly mixable taste profile that is, 
at the same time, sweet and tart. The brand appeals to today’s trendsetters through the rich history, spirituality 
and alluring taste of the pomegranate.

Experience the endless PAMAbilities with PAMA Pomegranate Liqueur.

Country of origin
USA
Bottle size
750ml

  

VITAL STATISTICS



VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
France
Bottle size
750ml

HPNOTIQ LIQUEUR 

17% ABV

HPNOTIQ is a sweet and fruity liqueur that has a unique flavor profile.
HPNOTIQ was first introduced in 2001 by Heaven Hill Brands, a Kentucky-based 
spirit company. HPNOTIQ is a premium liqueur that is made from a blend of 
tropical fruit juices, premium vodka, and a hint of cognac.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Bright Blue

Nose: Fruity and sweet, with notes of tropical fruits (Pineapple, Passionfruit…), 
and a hint of vanilla.

Taste: HQNOTIQ is sweet and fruity, with a blend of tropical fruit flavors such 
as mango, passionfruit, pineapple, and a hint of vanilla to balance out the 
sweetness of the liqueur. 

Finish: Long and sweet, with lingering tropical fruits.



FLOR DE CANA SPRESSO
ABV : 40 %

Coffee liquor with an intense black col-
or, made with 7-year old rum. It has a 
smooth finish and a spectacular aroma. 
It does not contain caffeine and is made 
with 100% natural syrup. Best enjoyed 
cold or on the rocks.

Tasting: Amazing aroma with notes of 
coffee essence and wood; accompanied 
with a dry and smooth finish.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Nicaragua 
Bottle size
700ml 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Mexico
Bottle size
750ml

COPA DE ORO

24% ABV

Copa De Oro is produced in the southern tip of Mexico from a blend of the finest Arabica coffee 
beans, vanilla and other exotic flavors. Copa is a very versatile coffee liqueur, excellent in hot or 
cold drinks, as well as food recipes.



O’MARA’S ORIGINAL
ABV: 14.5%

O’Mara’s is an award-winning Country Cream from the heart 
of Ireland, made with fresh cream from farms within 150km 
of our distillery in Abbeyleix. O’Mara’s Irish Country Cream is 
a soft luscious drink, that is not only delicious served on the 
rocks, but also poured over ice-cream and an exotic dessert.

O’Mara’s is the No. 1 Irish Country Cream in the US.

TASTING NOTESL:

Color: Milky Light Brown.

Nose: Fresh Chocolate.

Taste: Smooth and creamy with rich indulgent chocolate, 
fading to coconut.

Finish: Complexity continues. Nicely.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Ireland
Bottle size
700ml



SPECIALITIES
GIFFARD 
CREATIONS

PREMIUM
RANGE

STANDARD
RANGE



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m BEER & CIDER



Country of origin
Italy
Bottle size
330ml
Draught size
20L

VITAL STATISTICS

5.1% ABV

Brewed with the same flair and attention to detail through three generations of master brewers 
since 1963, Peroni Nastro Azzurro uses only the finest ingredients, including our exclusive Nostrano 
dell’Isola maize. This delivers a crisp and refreshing beer with a delicate balance of bitterness, citrus 
and spicy aromatic notes, combined with a fast and clean finish.
Peroni Nastro Azzurro is a beer that can take its place alongside the other Italian style icons, and is 
today the number 1 premium, Italian beer enjoyed in more than 70 countries worldwide.

INGREDIENTS:
Malt: 2-row spring European malted barley.
Hops: European noble aromatic hops.
Maize: Quarter Italian maize, of which 40% is Nostrano Dell’Isola (a variety grown exclusively for 
Peroni Nastro Azzurro in the North of Italy).
Water: Pure, ‘soft water’, with low carbonates.

TASTE PROFILE:
A crisp and refreshing beer with an unmistakable character and a touch of Italian style: designed 
with a Mediterranean palate in mind, Peroni Nastro Azzurro offers a delicate balance of bitterness, 
and citrus and spicy aromatic notes, combined with a surprisingly fast and clean finish.

SERVING TEMPERATURE: 3-5°C

PERONI



5.2% ABV

With 40 medals received,  39 Gold, of which 34 consecutive, in the prestigious Monde 
Selection international competition, Super Bock is internationally recognized for its 
high quality.

Selecting the best varieties of malt and hops, as well as the use of a pure and special 
yeast and the best process conditions, allows you to obtain a bright and lively blonde 
beer with a pure and very white and creamy foam. The fresh, slightly malty and fruity 
aroma, the medium body and balanced flavor, the well-structured bitter with the malt 
candy and the light, dry finish that are so typical of style put the Super Bock on a higher 
plane. This harmony is universally pleasing and widely appreciated by the millions of 
loyal fans in Portugal and around the world who prefer its unique flavor.

SUPER BOCK
A BRIGHT AND GOLDEN PILSNER BEER WITH A FINE AND REFRESHING TASTE.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Portugal 
Bottle size
250ml 
Draught size
30L 



5.0% ABV

Staying true to the brand’s legacy is evident in decisions made today. 

In 2004 Grolsch opened the new world class brewery. The brew masters insisted on using the same water that brewed their world famous lager. So they developed 
a 7km long pipeline in order to use water from the same well and ensure taste consistency. The brewery recycles 99% of all incoming materials, making it the 
most environmentally friendly brewery in the world. It’s immediately recognizable is that of a bold, hoppy flavour. Four centuries of craftmanship as resulted in a 
meticulous, full-bodied beer.  

Grolsch has served multiple awards and is served in more than 70 countries world wide. Four centuries of Dutch brewing artistry resulted in a premium pilsner 
with REAL SUBSTANCE: A beer with not one but two hops: Magnum and Emerald added at two specific times in the brewing process (late hopping), along with a 
final flourish of Dutch Aroma Malt. The result is a pilsner with more depth of taste.

An all natural beer brewed for over 400 years 
For a full flavoured, more sustainable taste

INGREDIENTS
Grolsch Premium Lager has a naturally green hop aroma and a crisp finish, clean confident bitterness from a combination of two Hallertau hops, Emerald and 

Magnum. This is accompanied by a supporting malty flavours from the combination of pale and specifically chosen Dutch Aroma malt.

TASTE DESCRIPTION

Perfect blend of 2 hops

(Aroma and Bittering)
Brewed using double decoc 

method – increases body

Spring water source 

unchanged for 400 years

All malt brewed with a blend of malts 

for consistent taste and flourish of 

specially chosen Dutch Aroma malt

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Holland

Bottle size
450ml



5.3% ABV

Every sip leaves you wanting more – our ERDINGER wheat beer with fine yeast is 
the crowning glory of traditional Bavarian brewing skills.

The strength of this classic wheat beer lies in the harmonious balance it achieves 
between the various aromas. Gently spicy wheat and yeast aromas blend with 
mildly bitter hops. The invigorating carbon dioxide ensures its typical liveliness. A 
premium beer whose full-bodied yet elegant character leaves a lasting impression 
of ultimate Bavarian enjoyment. A truly unique wheat beer!

ERDINGER Weißbräu allows its top-fermenting specialty to mature in the bottle in 
the traditional manner, just like champagne. This wheat beer from Erding offers 
more than just sparkling refreshment – it gives a true taste of Bavaria.

TASTING NOTES:
The taste of Bavaria.

INGREDIENTS:
Water, Wheat malt, Barley malt, Hops, Yeas.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Germany
Bottle size

330ml & 500ml
Draught size

20L & 30L
Can size

500ml

ERDINGER Weißbier



ERDINGER DUNKEL

5.3% ABV

Carefully selected dark malts with delicate roasting aromas give ERDINGER Dunkel 
its full-bodied flavor and strong character.

This elegant wheat beer has a lustrous, deep dark-brown appearance in the glass. 
The first sip reveals a harmonious symphony of carefully selected wheat and 
barley malts with exquisite Hallertau aroma hops. The taste buds detect hints of 
caramel, nuts and fresh bread. An unmistakable top-fermenting accent is provided 
by ERDINGER’s traditional yeast.

ERDINGER Dunkel first saw the light of day in 1989, when ERDINGER’s master 
brewers created a dark wheat beer as a birthday present for the private brewery’s 
owner, Werner Brombach. He liked it so much that he decided to put it on the 
market in 1990.

A specialty beer for connoisseurs.

INGREDIENTS:
Water, Wheat malt, Barley malt, Hops, Yeast, Roasted malt.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Germany
Bottle size

330ml & 500ml
Draught size

20L & 30L



ERDINGER ALKOHOLFREI

< 0.5% ABV

A cool glass of ERDINGER Alkoholfrei not only tastes fantastic, but is 
also healthy – thanks to the vitamins B12 and folic acid, as well as the 
polyphenols it contains.

With its isotonic properties , it provides the body directly with valuable 
ingredients and thus satisfies thirst even faster.

The non-alcoholic drink from Erding is not only a real energizer but 
also low in calories, with just 125 kcal per 0.5-litre bottle, and made 
exclusively from natural ingredients.

A varied and balanced diet as well as a healthy lifestyle are important. 
ERDINGER Alkoholfrei supports this while also tasting fantastically 
full-bodied and refreshing!

The sporty thirst-quencher.

INGREDIENTS:
Water, Wheat malt, Barley malt, Hops, Yeast, Carbon dioxide.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Germany
Bottle size

330ml



ERDINGER PIKANTUS

7.3% ABV

ERDINGER Pikantus is already a legend during the “strong beer season”. But with 
its complex symphony of aromas, it also stimulates the taste buds – making it a 
perfect aperitif.

With an ABV of 7.3% and an original wort of 16.7°P, this bock beer is ERDINGER 
Weißbräu’s strongest contender.

For a true Bavarian aperitif, divide a bottle of ERDINGER Pikantus between two 
connoisseur glasses – with its dark color and smooth creamy head, Pikantus is 
already a feast for the eyes. The flavor that develops on the palate is well-rounded 
and malty with a hint of nutmeg and fine nougat. The sparkling nature of ERDINGER 
Pikantus harmonizes perfectly with its slightly sweet character, as well as its soft 
and delicate finish.

The Bavarian aperitif surprise.

TASTING NOTES:

The strong tasting ERDINGER Pikantus is not only a popular aperitif and accom-
paniment for many meals, its full-bodied and spicy flavour also makes it an ideal 
base for BBQ sauces and marinades.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Germany
Bottle size

500ml



STIFTUNG HELL

5.1% ABV

STIFTUNG HELL has everything a real Bavarian light needs: It is tasty and pure 
freshness. Shining gold-yellow and with a white foam head, it invites you to toast. 
With the first sip, fine spicy barley malt notes and a pleasant bitterness of hops 
combine to form a round body. Thanks to its harmonious character, the Helle from 
Erding is excellent to drink - this is where Bavaria’s great brewing tradition shows 
itself at its best.

STIFTUNG HELL gets its particularly balanced, mild overall impression through 
careful ripening. Because the master brewers give him exactly the storage time 
that it takes to develop all the aromas perfectly. Brewed according to the Bavarian 
purity law of 1516.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

Germany
Bottle size

500ml
Draught size

30L



CHIMAY DOREE (GOLD)
4.8% ABV

The Chimay Gold, which is brewed in the heart of Scourmont Abbey, was 
long reserved for the monastic community and its guests and staff. When 
the Auberge de Poteaupré, an abbey tavern and visitors’ centre, opened its 
doors in the 1970s, the Dorée (gold) on tap quickly became the house beer. 
This is the youngest member of the Chimay clan. Chimay Dorée is brewed 
with water from an underground well (-40 m), pale ale malt, Hallertau hops, 
curaçao, coriander and the Chimay house yeast. As suggested by its name, 
the Chimay Dorée takes on a golden yellow color in the glass, covered by a 
white cloudy froth. Mild and light in taste, with floral aromas and a slight hint 
of smoked malt and a touch of bitter.
The taste is set by hops, a dash of lemon (citrus) and coriander.

CHIMAY TRIPLE (WHITE)
8.0% ABV

 It was in 1966 that Brother Théodore created the ‘capsule blanche’, 
now better known under the name of Chimay Triple. It has a mainly dry 
character, enhanced by a floral fruitiness that brings to mind memories 
of a fine dry white wine. Yeast makes a significant contribution to the 
characteristic Blanc aroma - not just of hops and fresh yeast, but 
adding a distinct fruitiness too. In the glass, this triple has a golden 
color verging on amber. Its initial taste is a sweet one. Then you will 
discover a triple that’s beautifully balanced between herbs and fruit, 
but one which, above all, preserves a mild and pleasantly bitter after-
taste.

CHIMAY ROUGE (RED)
7.0% ABV

This is a beer with a pedigree. The Chimay Rouge was brewed 
for the very first time back in 1862, although it was a somewhat 
different beer back then. This dubbel is an ideal introduction for 
those who want to get to know Trappist beers. Chimay Rouge is 
brewed with water, barley malt, wheat, sugar, hops (Hallertau and 
Galena), yeast and dextrose. A handsome, dark copper color that 
reminds you of falling leaves. The froth is off-white, and the Rouge 
presents the same yeasty veil as the tripel. The fruity touches 
return in the nose, complemented by a smoky touch, brought to 
life by the Chimay house yeast. In the mouth, hints of licorice will 
surprise you, rounded off as they are with the bitter hop aromas. 
This brown beer is amazingly easy to drink.
The taste is set by hops, a dash of lemon (citrus) and coriander.

CHIMAY BLEUE  (BLUE)
9.0% ABV

To celebrate Christmas 1948, the monks of Chimay decided to 
produce a Spéciale Noël, but since 1954 you could say everyday 
has been Christmas since that self-same Spéciale became part 
of the Trappist brewery’s standard range. This beer belongs to 
the very select club of those that love to be aged – for five years 
or even longer. And if you manage to wait that long, your patience 
will be rewarded with profound aromas of aged port, thanks to a 
beautifully beneficial madeirisation process. The blue Chimay 
has the full power and complexity of a genuine Trappist beer, 
and as such just begs a prime spot at the dining table. Blue Cap 
has an intensely dark brown color, with a clear, ruby-red glow, 
and is covered by a robust cream-colored collar of froth. Hints 
of coffee, cacao and dried dark fruits make an initial seductive 
appearance, to be followed by rich aromas of stone fruits such 
as apricot and nectarines. In the mouth, mocha and coffee are 
dominant.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Belgium

• Bottle Size 330ml 
• Draught Size 20L 

• Bottle Size 330ml & 750ml 
• Draught Size 20L

• Bottle Size 330ml & 750ml

• Bottle Size 330ml



Country of origin
Belgium

Bottle size
330ml

Draught size
20L 

VITAL STATISTICS

Duvel Golden Ale
8.5% ABV
Duvel is a natural beer with a subtle bitterness, a refined flavour and 
a distinctive hop character. The refermentation in the bottle and a 
long maturation, guarantees a pure character, delicate efferves-
cence and a pleasant sweet taste of alcohol.
Apart from pure spring water, which is the main ingredient of beer, 
barley is the most important raw material. Barley must germinate for 
five days in the malt house, after which malt remains. The colour of 
the malt and as a consequence also of the beer is determined by the 
temperature. Duvel obtains its typical bitterness by adding various 
varieties of aromatic Slovenian and Czech hops. We use only exclu-
sive hops that are renowned for their constant, outstanding quality.

INGREDIENTS:
Style: Specialty beer with refermentation in the bottle.
Taste: Slightly fruity, dry aroma, well hopped, with a slightly bitter 
aftertaste.
Hop: Saaz-Saaz & Styrian Golding.
Serving Tips: Pour into a Duvel glass, 5°C.

Duvel Triple Hop Citra
9.5% ABV
Duvel Tripel Hop Citra is an intensely hoppy yet refreshing Belgian 
IPA bursting with bright notes of agrum, thanks to the adding of a 
third hop Citra from Yakima Valley in Washington, USA.
For Duvel Tripel Hop Citra we use the aromatic hop called Citra. This 
aromatic third hop is grown in the Yakima Valley in Washington and 
enriches the flavor palate with fresh hints of grapefruit and tropical 
fruit. It is no overstatement to say that the Yakima Valley is the hop 
paradise of the United States. Nowhere does the hop plant thrive like 
it does here. In the Yakima Valley, the sun shines about 300 days a 
year, with temperatures reaching 40°. Thanks to irrigation with water 
from the mountains and the river, the hops enjoy plenty of sunshine 
without suffering from drought.

INGREDIENTS:
Style: Belgian Blonde IPA with Intense Hopping.
Taste: Refreshing full flavor with intense citrus aromas and balanced 
bitterness.
Hop: Saaz-Saaz, Styrian Golding & Citra (Yakima Valley, USA).
Serving Tips: Pour into a Duvel glass, serve at 5°C.

Duvel 6,66%
6.66% ABV
Duvel 6,66% is an accessible beer with typical Duvel punch. Heavenly 
soft in taste, slightly aromatic and refreshingly fruity due the use of 6 
refined hop varieties.
The sunny, warm yellow design of the bottles already suggests it. 
This Duvel is mild, expressive and deliciously drinkable. 
No fewer than 6 different hop varieties are used for Duvel 6,66%: 
just like the classic Duvel, it’s based on the noble and exclusive hop 
varieties Saaz and Styrian Golding. The flavour is then balanced by 
adding four expertly selected hop varieties to the mix, which also in-
volves the dry-hopping technique.

INGREDIENTS:
Style: Belgian Blond Ale, with re-fermentation in the bottle.
Taste: Well balanced with fruity, soft finish. Lively, fruity aromas 
thanks to the use of orange zest and dry hopping.
Malt: Malted barley, malted wheat. Hops: 6 refined hop varieties.
Serving Tips: Pour into a Duvel glass, serve at 6°C.



Country of origin
Belgium

Bottle size
330ml

Draught size
20L 

VITAL STATISTICS

La CHOUFFE
8% ABV
La Chouffe is a Belgian strong ale. It is brewed with a blend of Pilsner malt, wheat malt, 
and Munich malt. The beer is hopped with Saaz and Styrian Golding hops, which give 
it a spicy and floral aroma. The beer is also spiced with coriander, which adds a citrusy 
and peppery flavor. 

INGREDIENTS:
Color: Golden-yellow color and a thick, creamy head.
Nose: It has a fruity aroma with hints of banana and cloves.
Taste: On the palate, the beer is sweet and malty with a slight bitterness in the finish. 
The coriander gives the beer a slight citrusy flavor that balances the sweetness.
Serving Tips: Served at a temperature of around 7°C - 10°C.



EXTRA WHITE 
4.7% ABV
A Traditional Belgian wheat beer with a light-blond look, a creamy white head and fine bubbles. Its cloudy look comes from its use of natural 
ingredients. Immediately after  pouring the beer, the herbal, non-dominant aroma is perceptible, with citrus as the main perfume and a note 
of coriander in the background. Smooth, slightly acidic and grainy. 
The beer is very refreshing with a high drinkability and a sweet, honey-like, slightly perfumed finish.

INGREDIENTS:
Malt: Pale barley malt and malted wheat.
Hop: Saaz-Saaz, Hallertau Magnum, Hallertau Perle.
Special: Dried orange peel and coriander.

Vedett blond
5.2% ABV
Vedett Extra Blond is characterized by a balanced, fine hoppiness, a slight note of vanilla and a mild fruitiness. Outspokenly 
thirst-quenching from the start thanks to its dry character, followed immediately by a subtle bitterness. The  smooth malt 
character pleasantly remains in the background making the beer very refreshing without losing anything in terms of fullness.

INGREDIENTS:
Malt: Pale barley malt and rice.
Hop: Saaz-Saaz.
Special: Dried orange peel and coriander.

Extra ordinary ipa
5.5% ABV
Vedett IPA comes forward with fruity aromas of tropical fruit and citrus, harmoniously combined with floral, green and fresh notes. Its taste 
expresses an outspoken, but soft bitterness which becomes more intense towards the end, showing impressions of grapefruit bitterness. 
Vedett IPA’s velvety, malty undertones give way to sweet, caramel notes and its superb, long-lasting finish continues to tantalize the taste 
buds long afterwards.

INGREDIENTS:
Malt: 100% pale ale malt.
Hop: 4 American hops are used, 2 of them for dry-hopping.

Country of origin
Belgium

Bottle size
330ml 

Draught size
20L

VITAL STATISTICS



Country of origin
Japan

Bottle size
334ml

Can size
350ml

Draught size
20L

VITAL STATISTICS

ORION THE DRAFT
5.0% ABV

Orion Beer is the No.1 market leader in Okinawa.

Our name “Orion” was chosen by the Okinawa public to be the perfect name for their locally 
brewed beer.

Orion beer is 100% brewed in Okinawa. Orion beer is a favorite among beer lovers across Japan 
and the world who want a premium, natural fresh, and fun beer full of smiles, that is brewed to 
the highest quality standards, and crafted with natural barley, and pure water from the Yanbaru 
Forest, the Okinawa national park. Every drop brings a taste of this island paradise. 

Orion beer proundly won 2 international AIBA Brewing Awards for outstanding taste and quality.

TASTING NOTES:

Color: Light bronze.

Nose: Delightfully crisp and refreshing.

Taste: Rich and creamy.



R E F R E S H E D  M A G N E R S  R A N G E 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin
Ireland
Draught size
30L
Bottle size
330ml

ORIGINAL 
APPLE

4.5 % ABV
A crisp, dry draught cider. 
Magners Golden Draught 
has a refreshing taste, gold-
en amber in colour and a 
perfected balance of sweet-
ness and ‘tart’ bitter - sweet 
apple.

An unique Irish style cider 
made with 17 different vari-
eties of apple, pressed and 
then kept in the dark to ma-
ture for a couple of years for 
the perfected taste.

PEAR
4.5 % ABV

The perfect pear cider, 
made with 100% pressed 
premium pears, with an 
authentic and naturally 
intense pear aroma.

BERRY
4% ABV

A mouth - watering and 
naturally juicy recipe, 
packed with deliciously 
sweet, ripe strawberries, 
tangy raspberries and 
zesty blackcurrants.

WHY MAGNERS ?
• 100% natural, made from real fruits
•  Do not use any artificial flavorings or additives
•  Imported from Ireland
•  Tradition and Heritage since 1935
•  Containing many of antioxidants lowering 
     cholesterol and preventing cardiovascular diseases
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Country of origin
France

Bottle size
750ml 

VITAL STATISTICS

BRUT
12.0 % ABV

Combining supreme quality with impeccable, cutting-edge de-
sign, BEAU is made from the highest quality wine – 60% Pinot Noir 
and 40% Chardonnay – naturally derived from the finest grapes of 
Epernay, France.
A unique, zero-dosage champagne with none of the added sugars 
common in other champagnes, BEAU’s true, uninhibited flavors 
rise through to the palate, boasting the perfect balance of dryness 
and sweetness resulting in a clean, crisp taste from start to finish.
Because of the lack of added sugars, BEAU pairs well with all foods 
and desserts.

BRUT ROSE
12.0 % ABV

This exquisitely crafted champagne is derived from a 
mix of 50% Pinot Noir and 50% Chardonnay, perfectly 
balanced to create a Rosé champagne that is one to be 
consumed when celebrating a special occasion.
Light, crisp taste, which is fresh and fruity, with the col-
or of delicate rose petals. BEAU ROSÉ has just the right 
balance of sweetness to make an evening of a bottle 
with someone to remember.

SUGAR KING
12.0 % ABV

BEAU DEMI-SEC is crafted from a blend of 50% Pinot 
Noir, 30% Chardonnay, and 20% Pinot Meunier for the 
sweetest of champagnes. It is the perfect dessert wine 
that pairs well with berries, chocolate, or creamy cus-
tard.
Known as the Sugar King, the blend is a pale gold color 
tinged with pink. Its flavor is fruity and well-constituted 
with a marked elegance and youthfulness.
Packaging — Triple Black Limited-Edition Bottle.



W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m BUBBLES



LUC BELAIRE RARE ROSÉ
12.5 % ABV

FRENCH ELEGANCE. TIMELESS STYLE.
Each bottle of BELAIRE ROSE is born in southeastern France’s Provence-Alpes-Cote d’Azur 
region, the stunningly beautiful home of the famed coasted cities of Marseilles, Nice, 
Cannes, St. Tropez, Antibe, Grasse, Toulon - and the world’s finest Rose wines.
BELAIRE ROSE is handcrafted from a blend of Grenache, Cinsault and Syrah grapes select-
ed for their vibrant, fresh character. Each of these three grapes adds something special to 
the wine:
- Grenach gives body, warmth and hints of blackberry and blackcurrant.
- Cinsault adds aromatic cherry blossom on the nose, finesse, and a supple texture to the 
finish.
- Syrah accounts for BELAIRE ROSE’s beautiful color and provides roundness and a toasty 
richness to the wine.
Carefully aged before release, the blend is imbued with a delightful effervescence, result-
ing in a beautiful, deep red sparkling Rosé with aromas of strawberry and blackcurrant. A 
final liqueur de dosage addition of 100% Syrah adds a sweet - but not too sweet - nuance, 
resulting in a perfect harmony of aroma, taste, body, and finish.

Size (ml): 15000 6000 3000 1500 750 187 

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

France 



Size (ml): 

LUC BELAIRE RARE LUXE
12.5 % ABV

TRUE FRENCH LUXURY
Indulge in true French luxury with our newest release, an ex-
traordinary cuvée made from 100% Chardonnay in Burgundy 
and blended with an oak-aged dosage from Chablis, home 
to some of France’s most famous vineyards. Belaire Luxe is 
packaged in an opulent white & gold bottle, perfectly com-
plementing the rich yet refreshing cuvée within.
Tasting notes: abounding in aromas of grapefruit, peach, 
apricot, honeysuckle and hints of brioche. Rich and crisp 
with well-balanced complexity.
Palate: the wine perfectly balances subtle sweetness with 
a crisp, refreshing, and fruit-forward taste profile and fine, 
persistent effervescence.

VITAL STATISTICS

Country of origin

France 

15000 6000 3000 1500 750 



LUC BELAIRE BRUT GOLD
12.5 % ABV

OPULENCE & GLAMOUR
Introducing Belaire Brut Gold, an effortlessly elegant addition to the bestselling 
Luc Belaire range. Created in the heart of Burgundy from a blend of handpicked 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes, Belaire Brut Gold is stunning inside and out, 
adding a touch of luxury to any occasion.

Our wines are crafted by our 5th- and 6th-generation father-and-sonwinemak-
ers at our 118-year-old maison, where ancestral winemakingtraditions are alive 
in each bottle. The winery, found in Montagny-les Beaune, lies in the center of 
one of the world’s most respected and historic winemaking regions.

Belaire Brut Gold is a versatile wine, ideal for pairing with nearly any cuisine, and 
achieves a perfect balance of fresh Chardonnay fruit, a hint of peach, pear, and 
brioche, and a refreshing, dry finish. For the dosage, we use organic sugarcane, 
bringing structure and length to the wine, and recreating a style popularized in 
the Années folles – France’s 1920s artistic and cultural renaissance.

Size (ml): 750 
Country of origin

France 

VITAL STATISTICS



Country of origin

France 

VITAL STATISTICS

LUC BELAIRE LUXE ROSÉ
12.5 % ABV

Luc Belaire Luxe Rosé is a gorgeous wine with timeless style, made at our 
award-winning winery in Provence from a classic blend of southern French 
rose varietals.

An ideal complement to the rest of the Belaire range, Luxe Rosé is made with a 
perfectly-balanced blend of Syrah, Grenache, and Cinsault from France’s best 
terroir and crafted by hand at our historic estate on the beautiful French Riviera.

This lush pink wine is showcased in a crystal-clear glass bottle with embossed 
foil labels a luxurious and striking package for the exquisite cuvée within.  An 
oak aged dosage and a uniquely proportioned grape blend sets Luxe Rosé apart 
from the other wines in our line.

In the glass, aromas of fresh strawberry and raspberry awaken the senses.  The 
wine is creamy and rich on the palate, with more berry flavors coming to the 
fore, along with a light touch of wood.  A long, velvety finish is the perfect final 
touch for this surprisingly light, drinkable wine.

Belaire Luxe Rosé may be served as an aperitif, with or without ice and fresh 
fruit, and is a wonderful match for cheeses and desserts.

Size (ml): 750 



Country of origin

France 

VITAL STATISTICS

LUC BELAIRE BLEU
12.5 % ABV

INSPIRED BY THE FRENCH RIVIERA
Introducing Belaire Bleu, our newest handcrafted cuvée and a perfect harmony 
of the old world and the new. Stunning aromas of fresh berries and tropical fruits 
are balanced with an elegant freshness and roundness to make this cuvée truly 
special. Its spectacular sapphire color, inspired by the beautiful blue waters of 
the Côte d’Azur, is ideal for dramatic cocktails as well.

Our wines are crafted by 5th and 6th generation father-and- son winemakers 
at our 120-year-old maison, where ancestral winemaking traditions are alive 
in each bottle. Our wineries in Burgundy and Provence lie in two of the world’s 
most respected and historic winemaking regions. 

Belaire Bleu is a truly unique cuvée with a taste and color like no other wine. It’s 
effortlessly drinkable, mixable, and extraordinary both in the glass and on the 
palate

Size (ml): 750 
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CHATEAU HIGHBALL
GIN AND TONIC
16 % ABV

Chateau Highball’s “Comte Du Gin et De la Tonique” Cuvée Superspeciale is a 
remarkable blend that offers a truly exceptional tasting experience. 
Chateau Highball’s “Comte Du Gin et De la Tonique” Cuvée Superspeciale is a 
testament to the art of blending and the pursuit of perfection. With its enticing 
aroma, well-balanced taste, smooth mouthfeel, and lingering finish, it promises 
an extraordinary Highball experience that truly delights the senses.

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: The fragrant notes of juniper berries combines with citrus zest, and a del-
icate hint of botanicals.

Taste: The harmonious blend of Gin and Tonic creates a delightful balance of    
flavors. The herbal and citrus notes from the gin are complemented by the crisp 
and refreshing bitterness of the tonic, resulting in a truly pleasurable drinking 
experience.

Finish: Satisfyingly long-lasting. The flavors linger, leaving a pleasant and mem-
orable aftertaste that invites you to savor each moment.

Country of origin
France

Bottle size
750ml

VITAL STATISTICS



CHATEAU HIGHBALL
WHISKY AND SODA
16 % ABV

The creation of Chateau Highball Whisky Soda involves a carefully orchestrated 
process that ensures the highest quality and a perfect balance of flavors.
Chateau Highball Whisky Soda offers a harmonious combination of the finest 
whisky and crisp soda water. Its captivating aroma, delightful taste, velvety 
mouthfeel, and lingering finish make it a truly enjoyable highball experience.

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: A captivating aroma with notes of oak, caramel, and subtle hints of spic-
es.

Taste: A delightful blend of smooth whisky and crisp soda water. The Whisky  
imparts rich flavors of vanilla, toffee, and a gentle smokiness, perfectly 
balanced with the refreshing effervescence of Soda.

Finish: Long-lasting, with lingering flavors of oak and a gentle warmth that        
invites you to savor each sip.

Country of origin
France

Bottle size
750ml

VITAL STATISTICS



CHATEAU HIGHBALL 
VODKA AND SODA
16 % ABV

Chateau Highball Vodka and Soda offer a light and refreshing 
highball experience. With its clean aroma, delightful taste, 
invigorating mouthfeel, and crisp finish, it is the perfect 
choice for those seeking a clean and enjoyable beverage 
option.

TASTING NOTES:
Nose: A clean and refreshing aroma with subtle hints of citrus 
and a touch of herbal notes.

Taste: A delightful blend of smooth vodka and crisp soda water. 
The Vodka imparts a clean and neutral character, allowing the 
refreshing qualities of the Soda to shine through.

Finish: Crisp and clean, leaving a subtle and pleasant after-taste 
that invites you to enjoy another sip.

Country of origin
France

Bottle size
750ml

VITAL STATISTICS



THANK YOU !
W W W . l g i - i n d o c h i n a . c o m

Head Office:
5B Ton Duc Thang Street, Ben Nghe Ward, District.1 

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: +84 28 3521 0669   Fax: +84 28 3521 0618  

Tax code: 0310825730

Rep. Office in Ha Noi:
Capital Tower, 109 Tran Hung Dao, Cua Nam Ward, 

Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: +84 977 354 635


